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Abstract 
 
The number of patients and deceased people due to cancers has been increased worldwide 
amid aging of population. In various types of cancers, lymphatic malignancy is one of the blood-
tumors that most of Japanese disease. The lymphatic malignancy occurs at mainly lymph nodes 
and lymph tissues of spleen and tonsil, and at possibly gastrointestinal tracts, thyroid, lung, liver, 
skin, bone marrow and brain. In order to diagnose the types of lymphatic malignancies through 
pathology examinations, doctors usually conduct biopsies and observed the sampled tissues with 
microscopes. The therapeutic principle for lymphatic malignancy is decided considering patient’s 
body conditions based on the appropriate pathology examination and stage classification. The 
standard therapies are chemotherapy and radiation therapy. Meanwhile, those therapies often 
cause a side effect due to injure normal cells. Recently, immune therapies are expected to be new 
approaches as the fourth cancer treatment all over the world, in addition to three major cancer 
treatments. 
Percutaneous needle insertion is used for various purposes of the cancer diagnosis and therapy 
in addition to the HITV cancer therapy. Meanwhile, the percutaneous needle insertion is 
constrained and complex procedure because of target visibility, tool maneuverability and 
physiological interaction. Especially, the needle deflection is a key issue to affect the 
misplacement of needle tip. The needle deflection occurs generally due to needle tip shape and 
needle diameter. The needle used in usual therapies are bevel-tip type, which is contributed to 
needle deflection because the asymmetric reaction forces are generated between needle tip and 
tissues during insertion into tissues. Moreover, the diameter of needle is a serious factor for 
causing needle deflection. The needle is easily deflected if the diameter is small because second 
moment of area of the needle become small. Meanwhile, tissue damages for patients can be 
decreased with using fine needles since the amount of cutting tissue is small. Serious tissue 
damages may lead to not only patient’s trauma due to pain but also swelling and complications. 
Therefore, the fine needle insertion is preferred for patients although it is difficult for doctors to 
manipulate the fine needle to reach the target accurately. 
In this paper, the author focused on a lymphatic malignancy located on para-aortic lymph 
nodes in lower-abdomen as the insertion target. The para-aortic lymph node in lower-abdomen is 
one of the most difficult targets because the target is located at a deep part in a body (about 100 
mm from skin). Then, the needle has to pass through several tissues and organs in order to reach 
the target so that the needle deflection occur complexly. In addition, it is necessary to use the 
extra-fine needle (around 25 gauge) since the needle is inserted into bowels, thereby peritonitis 
from perforation of bowels need to be avoided. In case of the lower abdominal insertion, CT is 
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usually used as the medical image modality. However, patients are exposed to X-ray every time 
of scanning with CT. If the needle is inserted repeatedly once the needle deflection occurs, the 
amount of radiation exposure for patients is increased. Therefore, in case of the lower abdominal 
insertion, it is necessary to insert the extra-fine needle into the target with minimum CT scanning. 
Although there have been many interventional robotic systems for assisting needle insertion in 
the past, there has been limited development of the CT-guided needle insertion robot systems 
focusing on the lower-abdominal insertion. 
Then, in order to develop the robotic-assisted technologies for achieving an accurate insertion, 
the purpose of this study is to develop the planning method of CT-guided lower-abdominal needle 
Insertion. In particular, in order to minimize the needle deflection, the author addressed three 
technological challenges following; (i) a planning of needle insertion control, (ii) a planning of 
needle insertion path, and (iii) a CT-guided needle insertion robot system for performing the 
proposed planning. This thesis is composed of seven chapters. Overviews of each chapter are 
described following. 
In chapter 1, regarding the lymphatic malignancy which is the targeted disease in this study, 
the author summarized the number of diseased patients, diagnosis method and treatment method, 
and described the necessity of percutaneous needle insertion. Moreover, by summarizing the 
research trends of needle insertion robots and methods for achieving the accurate insertion, the 
author showed the difficulty of lower-abdominal insertion and technological challenges, and 
described the purpose of this study. 
In chapter 2, regarding the mechanical phenomena during needle insertion into each tissue and 
organ composing lower abdomen (layered tissue including skin, fat and muscle, and bowel), the 
author summarized the mechanical properties needed to be considered in order to decrease the 
needle deflection through experimental analysis. At first, the needle insertion was performed in 
ex vivo experiment with porcine rib and bowel in order to observe the behavior of needle 
deflection and insertion force depending on the tissue properties. Next, the needle is inserted at 
various angle to the same tissues in order to observe the needle deflection and insertion force 
depending on tissue geometries. 
In chapter 3, based on the experimental analysis of chapter 2, the author proposed insertion 
control planning to the layered tissue and bowel, respectively. As the requirements of insertion 
control, it is necessary to consider the equalization of needle tip forces, the reduce of friction force 
around the needle shaft and the avoidance of winding-up tissues. Then, regarding the insertion for 
layered tissue, the author proposed the insertion control method with combination of high 
frequency vibration along insertion direction and bidirectional axial spinning to insertion 
direction. Regarding the insertion for bowels, the author proposed the combination of the 
vibration and the rotation of needle tip angle every time at puncturing bowel walls to cancel the 
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needle deflection. 
In chapter 4, the author proposed the preoperative insertion path planning method for 
determining appropriate needle insertion position and angle to achieve a straight path from skin 
to tumor. In the chapter 2, it was confirmed that the insertion angle at tissue boundary is key issue 
to affect the needle deflection. Then, the author made a hypothesis that the amount of needle 
deflection can be minimized by selecting the path that the sum of insertion angles with respect to 
each tissue boundary that the needle passes through is minimized. In addition, the effect of 
insertion angle for the needle deflection varies due to the tissue properties and the tissue boundary 
positions. Then, weight factors of each insertion angle in the path planning were implemented. 
As the design of weight factor, the author developed the probability that the needle deflection is 
within acceptable amount. Moreover, in order to implement the path planning method on CT 
images, the author developed the image processing method to detect the tissue boundary from CT 
images and to calculate the insertion angle in each boundary. 
In chapter 5, the author described the CT-guided needle insertion robotic systems for 
implementing the proposed insertion control planning in chapter 3 and insertion path planning in 
chapter 4. This robotic system is composed of needle insertion unit which enable to implement 
the insertion with vibration and rotation; robot arm which move the needle insertion unit to 
appropriate position and angle based on the path planning; and registration marker for conducting 
coordinate transform between the robot arm and CT image. 
In chapter 6, the availability of the proposed insertion control and path planning with the 
robotic system was evaluated through in vivo experiment with micro pig. As the results, by 
applying the proposed insertion control planning, the needle deflection could be decreased up to 
1.0 mm at an insertion point obtained from the proposed insertion path planning. In addition, the 
limitation of this study was mentioned in terms of insertion control planning, insertion path 
planning and CT-guided needle insertion robot systems. 
In chapter 7, summary of the achievement and remaining tasks of this study were described in 
this chapter. As the future work, the author described the issues for achieving the robotic system 
to clinical application. 
Thus, in order to minimize the needle deflection for achieving straight insertion path in CT-
guided lower-abdominal needle insertion, this thesis proposed novel planning methods of 
insertion control and insertion path. As the insertion control planning, insertion with the 
combination of vibration and rotation was proposed. As the insertion path planning, the 
optimization-based planning model based on the insertion angle was proposed. The effectiveness 
and validity of the proposed methods were evaluated through ex vivo and in vivo experiments. 
The contribution of this thesis is to address the technological challenges regarding the CT-
guided lower-abdominal insertion with the extra-fine needle. The proposed methods for 
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minimizing the needle deflection will contribute the other target application such as lung, liver 
and bone, which needs the preoperative insertion planning. In addition, the concept of proposed 
approaches will be applied to other medical and surgical instruments and robotic systems, not 
only needle insertion applications. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 Chapter introduction 
 
Percutaneous needle insertion has become standard procedure for treating cancers in place of 
open surgery in those days. Using fine needles contributes to decrease tissue damages and 
complication risks. Meanwhile, the accuracy of needle insertion may be decreased due to the 
needle deflection.  This work describes the development of planning for achieving accurate 
needle insertion using interventional robotic systems. 
This chapter introduces the background of this study that includes trends of recent cancer 
treatments focusing on lymphatic malignancy, importance of percutaneous needle insertion skills 
and clarification of our target in this study, and related works regarding modeling for needle 
insertion, approaches for accurate needle insertion and robotics systems. 
 
1.2 Background of Cancer Treatment 
 
1.2.1 Cancer trend and lymphatic malignancy 
 
The number of patients and deceased people due to cancers has been increased worldwide amid 
aging of population. As described in World Health Organization (WHO) report, 8.8 million people 
all over the world died from cancer in 2015, which is nearly 1 in 6 of all global deaths [1.1]. As 
same in Japan, cancers are also leading the top cause of death and affect about 300,000 people 
per year as shown in Fig. 1.1 [1.2]. Cancers become immediate diseases and be called “National 
affliction”. The number of deceased people due to cancers between 1960 and 2014 in Japan is 
shown in Fig. 1.2, which is classified for specific major types of cancers [1.2]. The number of 
cancer patients will be increased obviously considering progress in aging of population in 
developed countries. 
In those many types of cancers, lymphatic malignancy is one of the blood-tumors that most of 
Japanese disease [1.3]. Lymphatic malignancy is a disease that lymphocytes in blood vessels, 
which is a type of white blood cells, become cancerous. The lymphocyte is differentiating cells 
of blood-forming stem cells in blood vessels as same as other types of white blood cells. The 
differentiating lymphoid stem cells are classified in terms of immune functions such as T 
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lymphocyte (T-cells) and B lymphocyte (B-cells) as shown in Fig. 1.3 [1.4-1.5]. The cause of 
lymphatic malignancy has not been entirely cleared, although it is considered that cancer genes 
are activated because the genes mutate [1.5]. The lymphatic malignancy occurs at mainly lymph 
nodes and lymph tissues of spleen and tonsil as shown in Fig. 1.4, and at possibly gastrointestinal 
tracts, thyroid, lung, liver, skin, bone marrow and brain. 
As the first symptoms of lymphatic malignancy, some lumps occur at areas where there are 
many lymph nodes without pain [1.5]. If the disease condition progresses for several weeks or 
months continually, the lumps are spread as tumors to the entire bodies and cause systemic 
symptoms such as a fever, losing weight and nocturnal sweating. In addition, it is possible to lead 
airflow obstructions, paralysis and blood flow disturbances when the organs are compressed by 
the tumors. In those cases, it is often necessary to do urgent surgical operation. 
The lymphatic malignancy is divided into Hodgkin’s lymphoma and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma 
[1.5]. The feature of Hodgkin’s lymphoma is that there are less necrosis and fibrosis of lymph 
tissues. The non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma is more divided in terms of lymphocyte types, 
morphological features, immune characteristics and clinical grades (Table 1.1). The type of 
lymphatic malignancies that most of Japanese disease are the non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. 
In order to diagnose the types of lymphatic malignancies through pathology examinations, 
doctors usually conduct biopsies that a part of tumor, which cut by surgical procedures such as 
percutaneous needle insertion, is observed with microscopes [1.6]. In addition, for evaluating the 
tumor size and how spread the tumor is in the entire body, image inspections with computer 
tomography (CT), magnetic resonance (MR) or ultrasound (US), pancreatic endocrine tumor 
(PET) inspection and bone-marrow inspection are implemented [1.6]. 
 
 
Fig. 1.1 The number of deceased people due to cancers 
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Fig. 1.2 The number of deceased people by types of cancer 
 
 
Fig. 1.3 Classification of stem cell types [1.4] 
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Fig. 1.4 Areas of lymph malignancy occurred [1.7] 
 
Table 1.1 Classification of types of non- Hodgkin’s lymphoma by clinical grades 
Clinical grades Types of non- Hodgkin’s lymphoma 
Low-grade malignancy 
(Progress in years) 
⚫ Follicular lymphoma (stage I, II) 
⚫ Mucosa-associated lymphatic tissue 
lymphoma 
⚫ Lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma 
⚫ Mycosis fungoides 
⚫ Sezary syndrome 
Middle-grade malignancy 
(Progress in months) 
⚫ Follicular lymphoma (stage III) 
⚫ Mantle cell lymphoma 
⚫ Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 
⚫ Peripheral T-cell lymphoma 
⚫ Extranodal NK-T-cell lymphoma 
High-grade malignancy 
(Progress in weeks) 
⚫ Burkitt's lymphoma 
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1.2.2 Treatment for lymphatic malignancy 
 
1.2.2.1 Standard therapies 
 
The therapeutic principle for lymphatic malignancy is decided considering patient’s body 
conditions based on the appropriate pathology examination and stage classification. The standard 
therapies are chemotherapy and radiation therapy [1.3], [1.8]. In case that those therapies have 
low effect, intensive chemotherapies or hematopoietic stem cell transportation are implemented.  
Main standard therapy is chemotherapy to take or inject cancer drugs or molecular target drugs 
for eliminating the tumor’s size. Cancer drugs can decrease the number of cancer cells but normal 
cells are also damaged, which may lead various side effects such as bone-marrow suppression, 
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, canker sore, hair loss and fever [1.9]. Although there are many types 
of cancer drugs, multidrug therapies combing four or five types of cancer drug are usually 
provided as standard approaches [1.8]. Combinations of several cancer drugs usually work better 
than only single drugs because different types of drug can kill cancers in different ways. ABVD 
chemotherapy, which is combined with Adriamycin, Bleomycin, Vinblastine and Dacarbazine, is 
widely provided for the Hodgkin’s lymphoma [1.10]. To most of the non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 
Composition of R-CHOP chemotherapy, which is combined with Rituximab, Cyclophosphamide, 
Doxorubicin Hydrochloride, Oncovin and Prednisone, and monoclonal antibody is used as 
standard approaches [1.11]. Molecular target drugs can block the cancer cell’s growth by 
hindering with specific targeted molecules associated with carcinogenesis and tumor growth 
[1.12]. The molecular target drugs are often injected with ordinal cancer drugs. Representative 
molecular target drug is Rituximab which can kill malignant B-cells that have CD20 on their 
surface as a characteristic protein of cancer cells [1.12]. 
Radiation therapy can eliminate the cancer by exposing high-energy X-ray to the targeted 
tumors from the outside body [1.13]. In case that the focus is in one place and early stage 
lymphatic malignancy, the radiation therapy is provided alone or with short-term chemotherapies. 
As side effects of radiation therapy, dermatitis and mucositis occur at the exposure part. In 
additions, nausea, vomiting, lassitude, loss of appetite and reduction of white blood cells appear 
as systemic symptoms of side effects. 
In case that both the chemotherapies and radiation therapies don’t even exert a curative 
influence or the possibility of recurrent cancer is high, hematopoietic stem cell transportation is 
conducted [1.14]. Hematopoietic stem cell transportation can recover the function of bone marrow 
by injecting hematopoietic stem cell obtained previously from patients. 
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1.2.2.2 Immune therapy 
 
Recently, immune therapies are expected to be new approaches as the fourth cancer treatment 
all over the world, in addition to three major cancer treatments (surgeon, radiation therapy and 
cancer drug) [1.15-1.18]. Our body eliminates generated cancer cells by using our immune system. 
The immune system can prevent foreign substances such as bacteria and virus from invading. In 
the immune system, white blood cell plays the main roll of immunity and dendritic cell (DC) has 
a roll of conveying the information about the foreign substances to the white blood cell [1.19-
1.22]. Immunity is divided into mainly two types; natural immunity which we have by nature; 
acquired immunity which we can acquire by contacting various foreign substances thorough our 
life. In the natural immunity, there are natural killer (NK) cells which can attack the foreign 
substance, and macrophage and neutrophil cell which have an ability of phagocytosis. In the 
acquired immunity, T-cell and B-cell have important rolls. T-cell is composed of killer T-cell, 
helper T-cell and suppressor T-cell. The killer T-cell can attack the foreign substance following 
the information obtained from the helper T-cell which has a roll of command of immune system. 
The patients cannot control the cancer growth because the patient have weak immune systems 
due to damages of cancer genes or tumor-suppressor genes. Especially, the ability for recognizing 
the foreign substances such as a cancer with DC is decreased, which may lead the cancer growth. 
Immune therapies are a type of cancer treatment that improves the immune system to attack 
the cancer directly or to stimulate the immune system [1.23]. Representative types of immune 
therapy to attack the cancer directly are checkpoint inhibitors, adaptive cell transfer, monoclonal 
antibodies and cancer vaccines. The author describes the overview of each representative immune 
therapy following. 
(a) Check point inhibitor [1.24]: Check point inhibitors are drugs that can enhance the immune 
system to respond more strongly to tumors by releasing “brakes” of T-cells to attack cancer 
cells. Then, the drug can interfere with the ability of cancer cells to avoid immune system 
attack. 
(b) Adaptive cell transfer [1.25]: Adaptive cell transfer can boost the natural ability of the T-
cells to attack cancer. In the treatment, the T-cells are collected from a patient’s tumor and 
grown in the laboratory. By increasing the number of T-cells outside and returning its 
inside the body via needles, the immune system to fight cancers can be improved. 
(c) Monoclonal antibody [1.26]: Monoclonal antibodies are immune system proteins 
produced in the laboratory and called therapeutic antibody. The antibody is designed to 
attach targets found on cancer cells. Monoclonal antibodies are divided into two types. 
Some monoclonal antibodies can mark cancer cells in order to be detected easily and 
destroyed by the immune system. Other monoclonal antibodies can prevent cancer cells 
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from growing or cause them to self-destruct. 
(d) Cancer vaccine [1.27-1.28]: Cancer vaccine can work against cancer by boosting immune 
system’s responses to cancer cells. Types of cancer vaccine are divided into peptide 
vaccine and DC vaccine. The peptide vaccine is the treatment that, by injecting the cancer 
specific antigen synthesized from various peptide artificially, the immune system 
recognizes the antigen and attack the cancer tumor. While, the DC vaccine is the treatment 
that by injecting DCs after culturing DCs extracted from body and training the DCs to 
recognize the cancer antigen, the response to the cancer is caused effectively. 
 
Fig. 1.5 Roll of dendritic cells [1.19] 
 
1.2.2.3 HITV cancer therapy 
As a new approach of immune therapy, HITV (Hasumi Immuno- Therapeutic Vaccine) cancer 
therapy has being developed by Dr. Kenichiro Hasumi [1.29-1.31]. The protocol involves 
injection of immature autologous DCs into tumor directly combined with Tomotherapy. As I 
mentioned, dendric cells have the ability for enabling selective and effective attack against tumor 
cells by T-cells. Meanwhile, ordinal dendric cells based anti-cancer therapy had not performed to 
initial expectations. As one of the reasons, since many dendritic cells injected intravenously may 
be trapped in the pulmonary circulation, enough dendritic cells are not able to reach the targeted 
tumor site. By injecting DC into the tumors, DC can be reached to the tumors certainly. The 
number of DCs reaching the tumor is obviously effective to introduce T-cells. Therefore, it is 
necessary to inject the vaccine into the targeted tumor accurately through percutaneous needle 
insertions in order to perform the therapy effectively. Especially, the HITV cancer therapy was a 
proven therapy for lymphatic malignancies and adenoma [1.29]. 
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1.2.3 Percutaneous needle insertion 
 
1.2.3.1 Types of needle insertion application 
  
Percutaneous needle insertion is used for various purposes of the cancer diagnosis and therapy 
in addition to the HITV cancer therapy, and be necessary to be placed into tumors accurately. I 
categorize the major applications of percutaneous needle insertions in terms of diagnosis and 
therapy in this section. 
(a) Biopsy [1.32]: Biopsy is a sample of tissue taken from the suspected parts in the patient’s 
body. As we mentioned, percutaneous biopsy is often needed to obtain a definite diagnosis 
of cancer. Therapy plan and procedure are basically established based on the firm 
diagnosis with biopsy. The biopsy also can categorize the localized region spread, lymph 
node involvement and metastasis. For patients taking treatments, repeat biopsies are 
necessary in order to evaluate the treatments are effective for the patient or to check the 
occurrence of recurrent cancer. Moreover, the demand for biopsy has been increased 
drastically in those days because of the emergence of targeted therapies aiming at specific 
molecular defects. The types of biopsy are divided into three common techniques: fine-
needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB), core-needle biopsy (CNB) and vacuum-assisted biopsy 
(VAB) [19]. FNAB and CNB have been compared in terms of the sensitivity, specificity 
and other aspects, and chosen depending on the lesion of biopsy. 
(b) Percutaneous ethanol injection [1.33]: Percutaneous ethanol injection therapy (PEIT) is an 
injection of ethanol through the skin directly into the tumor. Ethanol has a chemical action 
of clotting proteins composing cancers. This therapy is basically applied for liver tumor 
and thyroid cancers. As side effects of PEIT, transient aching pain, a feeling of 
drunkenness and fever occur although the specific treatment to each symptom is not 
necessary. 
(c) Radio frequency ablation [1.34]: radio frequency ablation (RFA) is a treatment to insert a 
needle thorough the skin into a liver tumor under image guidance such as ultrasound image. 
RFA can heat the tumor by passing high-frequency electrical currents through an electrode 
in the needle. 
(d) Cryosurgery [1.35]: Cryosurgery is to destroy tumors by being frozen with an extreme 
cold liquid nitrogen or argon gas. The cryosurgery is used to treat external tumors such as 
skin tumors and apply the liquid nitrogen directly to the tumors. For internal tumors, liquid 
nitrogen or argon gas are injected through a hollow instrument such as a needle under 
image guidance. 
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(e) Brachytherapy [1.36]: Brachytherapy is to destroy tumors by placing a small radioactive 
source directly into the tumor through a needle. This therapy is performed to prostate 
cancers. The needle is inserted with transrectal ultrasound probe as shown in Fig. 1.6. 
 
Fig. 1.6 Overview of brachytherapy [1.36] 
 
1.2.3.2 Medical image modality 
 
Percutaneous needle insertion is required to obtain target positions and needle tip positions with 
medical image modalities for showing information of internal body [1.37]. As the representative 
medical image modalities in the percutaneous needle insertion, physicians ordinally use computer 
tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound (US) as the guidance. The 
feature of each modality is described below briefly. 
(a) CT scan [1.38][1.39]: CT images can be produced by computing X-ray absorption values 
which is measured by exposing X-ray as fan-beam to targeted parts in spirals. The CT scan 
is used in various cases because the image clarity and resolution are high compared to 
other modalities. It is also the convenient modality as the time of imaging takes only about 
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ten seconds. As the difference of X-ray absorption is calculated for generating CT images, 
CT scan are mainly used in areas including bone and air where X-ray are less to transmit, 
such as head, lung and abdomen. As the disadvantage, patients must be exposed to 5-
30mSv of X-ray with every CT scans. In case of needle insertion therapies, doctor also be 
often exposed to holding and keeping needles to the body. In addition, some artifacts are 
generated on the images if metal materials are included in the scan area as shown in Fig. 
1.7 [1.40]. 
(b) MRI [1.38][1.41]: MRI can generate hydrogen atom image with proton nuclear magnetic 
resonance symptom. Then, it is suitable to image soft tissue and organ including much 
moisture, and vessel. The MRI can also provide high clarity and resolution images as same 
aa CT scan. As the significant deference between CT and MRI, the MRI can generate 
images without radiation exposures. However, the scanning time of MRI takes about 30-
60 minutes and MRI generate laud noises during scanning. Then, the claustrophobia 
patient and children are difficult to use MRI since they must wait inside MRI gantry for 
long time. Moreover, as much magnetism are generated during the scan, magnetic material 
is prohibited to take near and inside the MRI gantry. Then, patients who implant a 
pacemaker cannot use MRI. 
(c) US [1.38][1.42]: US can generate images of internal body structure with the deference of 
tissue conduction (acoustic impedance) by sending and receiving ultrasound pulses from 
the US probe. Although the image clarity of US is inferior as compared with CT and MRI, 
high frequency ultrasound can generate high resolution images because of increasing 
distance resolutions. The feature of US compared to both CT and MRI is to obtain images 
real-time without any stresses for patients during scan such as noise and radiation exposure. 
However, as biological tissues absorb the signal of ultrasound, it is difficult to obtain the 
clear image at the deep part of body. Especially, in case of the abdomen including thick 
fat, it is difficult to observe the deep part as the ultrasound is reflected or scatter. In addition, 
it is not suitable for the area including airs such as lung and lower-abdomen because the 
ultrasound decay significantly. 
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Fig. 1.7 Sample of metal artifacts on CT image [1.40] 
 
1.2.4 Challenges for accurate fine-needle insertion 
 
As the author described above, the accurate percutaneous needle insertion into tumors is 
required in various diagnosis and therapies. Meanwhile, the percutaneous needle insertion is 
constrained and complex procedure because of target visibility, tool maneuverability and 
physiological interaction [1.43]. Doctors conventionally manipulate needles based on haptic 
feedback from the needle and their imagination of anatomical structure obtained through 
experiences. For improving the visibility during the procedure, it is important to select the 
appropriate image modality to check the position of needle and target during insertion depending 
on the targeted part, although there are still several problems such as modality cost, image 
resolution, material compatibility and stress/tissue damage for patients [1.37]. In addition to the 
imaging limitation, there are several causes to decrease the needle insertion accuracy such as 
needle deflection, tissue deformation, target uncertainty and human errors [1.43-1.45]. 
Especially, the needle deflection is a key issue to affect the needle tip misplacement. The 
dominant factors to cause the needle deflection are the needle tip shape and needle diameter [1.46-
1.49]. The needle used in usual therapies are bevel-tip type, which is contributed to needle 
deflection because the asymmetric reaction forces are generated between needle tip and tissues 
during insertion into tissues. Moreover, the diameter of needle is a serious factor for causing 
needle deflection. The needle with small diameters is easily deflected because a second moment 
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of area of the needle become small when the needle is assumed as a cantilever beam. 
Meanwhile, tissue damages for patients can be decreased with using fine needles since the 
amount of cutting tissue is small [1.50-1.51]. Serious tissue damages may lead to not only 
patient’s trauma due to pain but also swelling and complications [1.52-1.55]. According to a 
previous research, in biopsies of lung lesions, the number of cases with severe complications such 
as air embolism were increased by using a core biopsy needle of 18-20 gauge, compared to use 
fine aspiration needles [1.56]. In another research regarding lung biopsy, the complication rate of 
pneumothorax was drastically decreased by using extra-fine needle of 25 gauge [1.57]. Also, in 
the survey of liver biopsy, procedures of 16 gauge needles had a higher percentage of complication 
occurrence compared with 18 and 20 gauges [1.58]. In additions, regarding a risk fine-needle 
abdominal biopsy, the rate of major complications such as peritonitis, tumor seeding and 
hematoma was 0.05% in 11,700 patients by using fine needles of 20-23 gauges [1.54]. Therefore, 
the fine needle insertion is preferred for patients although it is difficult for doctors to manipulate 
the fine needle to be inserted into the target accurately. 
The tissue deformation which occurs during the needle insertion into tissue may also cause the 
needle deflection [1.44][1.59-1.60]. The amount of tissue deformation varies depending on 
interaction forces between needle and tissue, which is related to mechanical properties such as 
elasticity and needle insertion conditions such as the insertion speed. 
 
1.3 Purpose of this study 
 
The purpose is to explore new ways to improve the procedure of percutaneous needle insertion 
with medical image guided interventional robotic systems. The goal is to develop the system for 
achieving accurate insertion to arbitrary tumors with an extra-fine needle (under 25 gauge) under 
ensuring the patient’s safety. 
In this paper, the author focused on a lymphatic malignancy located on para-aortic lymph nodes 
in lower-abdomen as the insertion target [1.61]. The para-aortic lymph node in lower-abdomen is 
one of the most difficult targets because the target is located at a deep part in a body (about 100 
mm from skin). Then, the needle has to pass through several lower-abdominal tissues and organs 
for reaching into the target, and thereby the needle deflection occurs complexly. The size of lymph 
nodes diagnosed as lymphatic malignancy is more than φ10 mm [1.62]. As the feature of 
lymphatic malignancy, the lymph node is rubbery compared with swollen lymph nodes due to 
usual infections. Then, it is required to insert the needle at the center of tumor as possible, thereby 
the target accuracy is set at 2 mm in this study. 
In addition, it is necessary to use the extra-fine needle since the needle is inserted into bowels, 
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thereby peritonitis from perforation of bowels need to be avoided for decreasing the crack 
generated by needle tips [1.63]. As mentioned above, extra-fine needle insertions can contribute 
the decrease of complications and painful. While, the length of commercial extra-fine needle is 
limited. In anthesis and hypodermic needles, extra-fine needles of 25-33 gauge have already 
gained clinical acceptance and been commercialized [1.64-1.65]. However, the commercial 
needles which satisfy both the diameter of thinner than 25 gauge and the length over 100 mm for 
reaching the para-aortic lymph node in lower-abdomen are very rare when the author surveyed. 
Therefore, in this study, the author uses the extra-fine needle of 25 gauge which satisfy the length 
of 100 mm and be used in clinical site. 
In case of the lower abdominal needle insertion, CT is usually used as the medical image 
modality. As lower abdomen includes bowel, airs such as bowel gas may be included in the 
imaging area [1.66]. CT can provide high resolution images at deep parts in the body, even 
including airs in the imaging area, compared to US and MRI. However, patients are exposed to 
X-ray every time of scanning with CT. If the needle is inserted repeatedly once the needle 
deflection occurs, the amount of radiation exposure for patients is increased. The typical radiation 
dose in CT abdomen is about 10 mSv per scan [1.67]. While, high-level radiation exposure greater 
than 100 mSv to the body in short period of time may cause potential health risks. Therefore, it is 
not desirable to obtain the needle tip position real-time as same as US imaging and be necessary 
to realize the accurate insertion with the extra-fine needle with minimum abdominal CT scan. 
In this study, the author aims to develop the system for achieving accurate insertion with the 
extra-fine needle (under ±2 mm) with minimum CT scan in lower abdomen. 
 
1.4 Related works 
 
In the past, a number of researchers has been explored approaches to achieve accurate needle 
insertion from various standpoints. The author divides the related researches into two categories; 
interventional needle insertion robots and state of arts of insertion methods: needle steering 
techniques. 
 
1.4.1 Interventional needle insertion robots 
 
Many interventional needle insertion robotic systems have been developed in the past. Those 
robotic systems can be classified by the type of medical image modalities. Table 1.2 shows a list 
of all the CT-, MRI- and US-guided robotic systems targeting thorax and abdomen, which the 
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author could survey from the recent science literatures and review articles [1.68-1.109]. 
In the table 1.2, we can see that the previous interventional systems very significantly in terms 
of architectures, degree of freedom and so on. Those systems can be further categorized based on 
the mounting types: patient-mount type and table-mount type including a gantry and floor, and 
the insertion types: manual insertion (just holding and placing needle) and robotic insertion, in 
addition to the image guidance types. 
The design of CT- and MRI-guided robots is especially limited since the robots locate and move 
in the limited space inside the scanner gantry (typically 60-90 cm). In addition, it is necessary to 
consider the material compatibility of robots. As mentioned above, the artifact occurs on CT 
images if the metallic material is included in the field of view of CT images. In MRI, 
ferromagnetic materials cannot be used as parts of the robots due to the strong magnetic field 
generated from the MRI gantry. Most of the CT- and MRI-guided robots are designed for 
conducting the biopsy in thoracic and abdominal areas and RFA in liver. While, US-guided robots 
are focused on the brachytherapy in prostate and RFA in liver due to the restriction of US image 
resolutions. 
Focusing on the CT-guided needle insertion robot systems, the author could not find the 
research using extra-fine needles under 25 gauge. As the robots were basically designed to the 
procedure of biopsy, the needle thicker than 20 gauge was used. Therefore, the accuracy of needle 
placement using the thick needle could be under 5 mm, although the certain needle deflections 
still remain. In addition, there is no research regarding the lower-abdominal insertion, even 
including other types of interventional robots.  
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Table 1.2 Classification of interventional robotic system for assisting needle insertion 
University Project/robot name Modality 
Actuator 
types 
Mounting 
types DOF 
Needle condition Evaluation 
Target Therapy Type 
Project 
status Ref. Motion Gauge Accuracy mm 
Depth 
mm 
Test 
phantom 
University of 
Freiburg - CT Motor Table 2 Manual - 1.6 75 Pig organs 
Liver, 
lung - P [1.68] 
University of 
Twente RICIBION CT Motor Table 5 Robotic 23G <2 100 
Gelatin 
phantom Lung Biopsy P 
[1.69-
1.70] 
Okayama 
university - CT Motor Table 6 Robotic 16-19G 3.2 50-90 In vivo pig 
Liver, 
lung etc. Biopsy, RFA etc. C 
[1.71-
1.73] 
LSIIT CT-Bot CT Piezo motor Patient 5 Manual 16G <5 65 Artificial phantom - Biopsy A 
[1.74-
1.75] 
University of 
Tokyo - CT/MRI 
Ultrasonic 
motor Table 6 Robotic - <3 - Watermelon Brain Neurosurgery P [1.76] 
MIT Robopsy CT/MRI Motor/ Piezo motor Patient 3 Robotic 18G - -80 In vivo pig - Biopsy A 
[1.77-
1.78] 
TIMC 
Laboratory LPR CT/MRI Pneumatic Patient 5 Robotic 15-22G <2 100 
Foam 
phantom - Biopsy A 
[1.79-
1.83] 
MIT 
Harvard Univ. - CT/MRI Piezo motor Patient 3 Robotic 17G - 125 - - - P 
[1.84-
1.85] 
Johns Hopkins 
University 
PAKY/RCM 
/AcuBot CT/US Motor Table 6 Robotic 22G 1.2 - 
Agar 
phantom 
Lumbar 
spine 
Prostate 
Nerve/facet 
block 
Brachytherapy 
C [1.86-1.90] 
Johns Hopkins 
University B-ROB/iSYS 
CT/MRI 
/US Motor Table 4-6 Manual 15-20G 1.1 85 
Foam 
phantom Prostate 
Biopsy 
Brachytherapy C 
[1.91-
1.93] 
Innomedic Innmotion MRI/CT Pneumatic Table 5 Manual 15G 1 40-70 In vivo pig General Biopsy C [1.94-1.95] 
Johns Hopkins 
University 
MR Safe 
Robot MRI/CT Motor Table 1 Manual 18G <3 70 Beagle dog Prostate Biopsy A [1.96] 
Johns Hopkins 
University Arthrobot MRI Piezo motor Patient 4 Manual 20G 3.4 45 
Gelatin 
phantom Shoulder Biopsy P 
[1.97-
1.98] 
KIOS Research 
Center - MRI Manual Table 6 Manual 20G <5 -40 
Butter 
phantom - - P [1.99] 
Washington 
University - MRI Pizeo motor Table 7 Manual - 1.6 - - - - P 
[1.100-
1.101] 
Worcester 
Polytechnic 
Institute 
- MRI Piezo motor Table 6 Manual - - - - Brain, prostate 
Biopsy 
Brachytherapy A 
[1.102-
1.104] 
University of 
Twente - US Motor Table 2 Robotic 
0.5mm 
(Nitinol) <2 100 
Gelatin 
phantom Prostate Brachytherapy P [1.105] 
University of 
Alberta - US Motor Handy 2 Manual 18G <1 140 
PVC 
phantom Prostate Brachytherapy P [1.106]  
Stanford 
University - US Motor Table 2 Robotic 
0.5mm 
(Nitinol) <2 30 
ex vivo 
bovine liver Liver RFA A [1.107] 
Waseda 
University - US Motor Handy 2 Robotic 18G - 80 Pig liver Liver RFA A [1.108]  
Noted that the status of (P), (A) and (C) in the table shows to conduct a phantom test, animal test and clinical test, respectively. 
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1.4.2 Needle steering techniques 
 
Recently, novel approaches to control a needle path trajectory, calling needle steering, have 
been developed [1.110-1.114]. The types of needle steering methods can be divided into tip-based 
steering, base control, and tissue control as shown in Fig. 1.8 [1.110]. According to the recent 
literatures regarding the needle steering, the main stream is based on the tip-based steering 
because other two methods have been still challenging [1.115-1.118]. Inserting a bevel-tip 
(asymmetric tip) needle used most commonly in clinical procedures into a soft tissue, the needle 
is deflected following a circular arc due to the interaction forces between the needle and tissue 
applied to the needle tip. Thus, the needle tip can be placed at arbitrary positions if the needle 
deflection is modeled and controlled. 
As the first versatile model, Webster et al. proposed a kinematic-based nonholonomic model 
for controlling the trajectory of a flexible needle with the bevel-tip [1.119]. As the direction of 
needle deflection can be controlled by rotating the bevel-tip direction, it is able to generate a 
trajectory avoiding anatomical interferences such as bones and sensitive areas concentrating 
blood vessels and nerves. Therefore, for achieving the accurate needle steering, it is necessary to 
model the arbitrary needle deflection. 
As the limitation of the kinematic-based model, the interaction between the needle and tissue 
is not taken into account the model [1.120-1.121]. For estimating the needle deflection accurately, 
mechanical properties of needle and tissue are required to implement the needle deflection model. 
In the past, several researches focused on a mechanic-based needle deflection model [1.46], [1.47], 
[1.49], [1.122-1.125]. The model can estimate the needle deflection with an interaction force 
between the needle and surrounding tissue, which require mechanical properties of the tissue and 
needle as input data of the model. Representative tissue parameters are Young’s modulus, tissue 
cutting forces, and viscosity coefficients. The parameters are needed to be approximated or 
obtained from direct measurements accurately since the error of the measured parameters may 
cause a drastic effect for the accuracy. However, in most of the developed models, the parameters 
are obtained through material tests such a compression test under assuming that the tissue is a 
homogeneous. It is challenging for obtaining the accurate parameters preoperatively in clinical 
situations because the parameters vary depending on individuals. 
In order to adjust the parameters of the deflection models and compensate errors of needle 
trajectory, it is necessary to measure the needle tip position and posture real-time for inserting the 
needle under closed-loop control [1.111]. In most of researches, the needle is steered with US 
image as shown in Fig. 1.8 [1.105-1.107], [1.122], [1.126-1.136]. The radius of curvature of 
needle deflection in a kinematic model can be fitted adaptively with filters (i.e. a particle filter 
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and a linear Kalman filter) based on needle tip position tracked by 2D axial ultrasound images 
[1.136]. Meanwhile, there are still many challenges of tracking needle tip clearly. Especially, the 
noise or artifact are often contained in the image depending on the targets. 
As an alternative approach for tracking the needle tip, fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors and 
electromagnetic (EM) sensors have been researched. The FBG sensors which are embedded into 
the needle can measure axial strains inside the needle by using a reflection of light thorough the 
fiber, thereby can estimate and visualize the needle deflection directly [1.137-1.141]. The EM 
sensors which are also embedded into the needle can obtain three-dimensional positions by 
detecting the varying electromagnetic field that the field generator emits [1.69-1.70], [1.143-
1.144]. 
 
 
Fig. 1.8 Types of needle steering methods 
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1.5 Objective of this study 
 
1.5.1 Setting the theme 
 
As introduced in the previous sections, a number of interventional robotic systems for 
percutaneous needle insertion has been developed. However, there are few studies for assisting 
the lower abdominal needle insertion. Most of previous studies aimed to assist for targeting the 
prostate and liver. Since those targets are solid organs/tissues and can be reached without several 
tissues or organs the needle has to penetrate, the modeling of needle deflection can be developed 
accurately. In addition, those targets can be applied to US imaging, which enable to obtain real-
time feedback of needle tip and target positions. Consequently, a closed-loop control of needle 
path such as the needle steering technique can be applied to those targets. Meanwhile, in case of 
the lower abdominal insertion, applying the needle steering is still challenging for two issues. 
First, as the lower abdomen is composed of several characteristic tissues, which may cause 
complex needle-tissue interactions, the accurate modeling of needle deflection is difficult. 
Especially, modeling the behavior of bowels may not be realistic due to uncertain boundary 
conditions. As another issue, there is less feedback information with CT imaging. As I mentioned 
in previous section, CT is usually used as medical imaging modality in case of the lower 
abdominal insertion because of obtaining clear images even including airs. Then, applying the 
real-time closed-loop control such as the needle steering with CT imaging is not desirable for 
patient’s damages in terms of much radiation exposures. 
In short, in case of the lower abdominal insertion, it is ideal to plan an optimal trajectory that 
the fine needle can be reached into the target accurately only with preoperative CT imaging. 
Meanwhile, it is difficult to estimate the accurate path trajectory under the complex situation. 
Then, the author considered that it is realistic to generate a straight insertion path by minimizing 
the needle deflection robustly. If the method for generating the straight insertion path robustly 
under such the complex case can be developed, the number of CT scan time can be minimized 
(ideally, before insertion and after completed insertion). Therefore, in this study, the author aims 
to develop needle insertion planning for minimizing the needle deflection targeting lower 
abdomen. 
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1.5.2 Objective 
 
The objective is the development of a CT-guided needle insertion robotic system for 
implementing needle insertion plan for minimizing the needle deflection targeting around para-
aortic lymph node in lower-abdomen. 
In order to achieve the objective, the author approached from two perspectives mainly; 
insertion control planning and insertion path planning. The insertion control planning determines 
how to insert the needle into each tissue for minimizing the needle deflection. While, the insertion 
path planning determines where to insert the needle from the body surface for minimizing the 
needle deflection. Moreover, it is also required to develop the robotic system for implementing 
those approaches to clinical sites. The concept of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1.9. 
 
 
Fig. 1.9 The concept of proposed CT-guided needle insertion robot system 
 
1.5.3 Contribution 
 
As described previously, there has been few developments of the interventional robotic system 
assisting the lower abdominal insertion with the extra-fine needle. Table 1.3 shows a difference 
between previous studies and this study. Through the comparison to previous studies, the author 
can describe the major contributions of this study as follows. 
⚫ The interventional robotic system with an extra-fine needle (under 25 gauge) focusing 
on the lower abdominal insertion was developed. 
⚫ The author developed new preoperative planning methods for minimizing the needle 
deflection in terms of insertion control and insertion path. 
⚫ The author designed a CT-guided interventional robotic system for implementing the 
insertion control and path planning. 
⚫ The availability of the insertion control planning, insertion path planning and robotic 
Planner
Path Control
Preoperative data Robot system
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systems are quantitatively evaluated through ex vivo and in vivo experiments. 
 
Table 1.3 Comparison of previous researches of CT-guided needle insertion robot and this study 
 
 
(1991) 
 
(AcuBot, 
2010) 
 
(Innomotion, 
2008) 
 
(LPR, 2016) 
 
(Zerobot, 
2017) 
This study 
Institution U. Tokyo TWMU 
Johns 
Hopkins 
Univ. 
Innomedic TIMC-IMAG 
Okayama 
Univ. 
Waseda 
Univ. 
Target Brain Lumbar spine Prostate General 
Liver, lung, 
kidney 
Lower 
abdomen 
Depth - - 40-70mm 100mm 50-90mm 80-120mm 
Needle 
diameter (Φ3mm) 22G 15G 15-22G 16-19G 25G 
Accuracy <2mm <3mm 1mm <5mm 3.2mm <2mm 
Therapy type Neuro surgery 
Nerve/facet 
block Biopsy Biopsy 
Biopsy 
RFA 
Drug 
injection 
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1.6 Overview 
 
This thesis is composed of seven chapters. Overviews of each chapter are described following. 
⚫ Chapter 2 (Experimental analysis of needle deflection) 
Regarding the mechanical phenomena during needle insertion into each tissue and organ 
composing lower abdomen (layered tissue including skin, fat and muscle, and bowel), the 
author summarized the mechanical properties needed to be considered for decreasing the 
needle deflection through experimental analysis. At first, the needle insertion was conducted 
into ex vivo tissues with porcine loin and bowel in order to observe the behavior of needle 
deflection and insertion force depending on the tissue characteristic. Next, the needle is 
inserted at various angle to the same tissues for observing the needle deflection and insertion 
force depending on tissue geometries. 
⚫ Chapter 3 (Insertion control planning) 
Based on the experimental analysis of chapter 2, the author proposed insertion control 
planning to multi-layered tissue and bowel, respectively. As the requirements of insertion 
control, it is required to equalize the direction of needle tip forces and to reduce stiffness 
force, cutting force and friction force during needle insertion under satisfying the safety for 
patient. Then, regarding the insertion for multi-layered tissue, the author proposed the 
insertion control method with combination of high frequency vibration along insertion 
direction and bidirectional axial spinning to insertion direction. Regarding the insertion for 
bowels, the author proposed the combination of the vibration and the rotation of needle tip 
angle every time at puncturing bowel walls to cancel the needle deflection. 
⚫ Chapter 4 (Insertion path planning) 
The author proposed the preoperative insertion path planning method for determining 
appropriate needle insertion position and angle to achieve a straight path from skin to tumor. 
In the chapter 2, it was confirmed that the insertion angle at tissue boundary is key issue to 
affect the needle deflection. Then, the author made a hypothesis that the total needle 
deflection can be minimized by performing the insertion path that the sum of insertion angles 
at each tissue surface and boundary on the path is minimized. In addition, the effect of 
insertion angle causing the needle deflection varies due to the tissue properties and the tissue 
boundary positions. Then, weight factors of each insertion angle in the path planning were 
implemented. As the design of weight factor, the author developed the probability that the 
needle deflection is within acceptable amount. Moreover, in order to implement the path 
planning method on CT images, the author developed the image processing method to detect 
the tissue boundary from CT images and to calculate the insertion angle in each boundary. 
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⚫ Chapter 5 (CT-guided needle insertion robotic systems) 
The author described the CT-guided needle insertion robotic systems for implementing the 
proposed insertion control planning in chapter 3 and insertion path planning in chapter 4. 
This robotic system is composed of needle insertion unit which enable to implement the 
insertion with vibration and rotation; robot arm which move the needle insertion unit to 
appropriate position and angle based on the path planning; and registration marker for 
conducting coordinate transform between the robot arm and CT image. 
⚫ Chapter 6 (Evaluation) 
The availability of the proposed insertion control and path planning with the robotic system 
was evaluated through in vivo experiment with micro pig. In addition, the limitation of this 
study was mentioned. 
⚫ Chapter 7 (Conclusion) 
Summary of the achievement and remaining tasks of this study were described in this chapter. 
As the future work, the author described the issues for achieving the robotic system to clinical 
application. 
 
 
Fig. 1.10 Overview of this paper 
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Chapter 2: Experimental analysis of 
needle deflection 
 
2.1 Chapter introduction 
 
Experimental analysis of the needle deflection is described in this chapter. The needle 
deflection occurs complexly due to several factors such as the tissue properties, interaction forces, 
amount of tissue deformation, boundary conditions and other uncertain phenomena. Then, it is 
important to investigate the tendency of the needle deflection and the needle-tissue interaction in 
each tissue composing lower abdomen through experimental analysis in order to develop the 
insertion control and path planning method to decrease the needle deflection. This chapter shows 
the experimental analysis with biological tissues dividing the lower abdomen into layered tissue 
and bowel in terms of tissue properties. 
The author uses figures and sentences by referring the author’s published papers in this chapter. 
 
2.2 Mechanism of needle deflection 
 
2.2.1 General needle insertion flow 
 
When inserting the needle into soft tissue, the relative behavior of needle and surrounding tissue 
must be considered. By observing the position of the needle relative to tissue surface or boundary, 
needle insertion flow can be divided into two phases in terms of interaction between the needle 
and tissue mainly, as shown in Fig. 2.1 [2.1-2.2]. Phase 1 is a term that the needle comes into 
contact with the tissue surface or boundary, and phase 2 begins after puncturing the tissue surface 
or boundary. The needle cuts and be inserted inside the tissue during phase 2, which ends when 
the needle passes through the tissue or contacts an internal tissue boundary. These phases may be 
repeated during the needle insertion into multilayered tissues or organs. 
While, focusing on forces applied to the needle during insertion into the tissue (needle insertion 
force), the behavior of the needle insertion force varies depending on each the insertion phase. 
According to previous works, the needle insertion force can be divided into stiffness force, friction 
force and cutting force [2.2-2.3]. To model the needle insertion force considering needle-tissue 
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interactions, the total loaded force of needle can be expressed following [2.2]: 
 
 𝑓𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑥) = 𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑥) + 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑥) + 𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑥) (2.1) 
 
where z represents needle tip position, ftotal is the total loaded force during insertion, and fstiffness, 
ffriction, and fcutting are the stiffness force, friction force, and cutting force applied on the needle, 
respectively. The stiffness force occurs when the needle is breaching the membrane. The friction 
force loaded around the needle shaft occurs due to the tissue adhesion and damping. The cutting 
force occurs when the needle tip slices the contact tissue during passing through the tissue. In the 
phase 1, the tissue surface or boundary deforms until the stiffness force exceeds a certain value. 
The stiffness force increases nonlinearly until breaching the boundary and drops significantly 
after the breach. Some researchers modeled the stiffness force [2.2-2.5]. The amount of tissue 
deformation differs due to tissue properties such as the elasticity and the direction of the 
deformation, which further changes depending on the tissue shape and fiber type inside the tissue 
[2.6-2.7]. In addition, the breach event differs due to the needle insertion speed [2.8-2.9]. During 
the second phase, the cutting force loaded at the needle tip and the friction force load around the 
needle shaft occur. The sum of cutting force and friction force often increases linearly according 
to the insertion distance [2.10-2.11]. The cutting force is approximately constant depending on 
the tissue characteristics [2.12-2.14]. While, the friction force differs due to the insertion distance 
and insertion speed, and be modeled by some researches [2.12], [2.14-2.17]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.1 General flow of needle insertion into soft tissue 
 
2.2.2 Mechanical model of needle deflection 
 
Several research groups have developed the needle deflection model with kinematic and 
mechanical based approaches as introduced in chapter 1. As referring the mechanics-based 
deflection model, the needle-tissue interaction forces in phase 1 and 2 can be represented as shown 
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in Fig. 2.2. The main factors of needle deflection are the stiffness/cutting force loaded at a needle 
tip (Fstiffness/Fcutting) and the friction force loaded around a needle shaft (Ffriction). To support the 
vertical direction forces, the virtual spring which represents reaction forces from tissues is located 
along the needle. 
The needle-tissue interaction force varies due to needle insertion conditions such as insertion 
speeds and tissue properties such as stiffness, viscous elasticity, non-homogeneity and boundary 
conditions [2.3]. Some studies showed that the needle insertion speed affected the needle-tissue 
interaction forces in phase 1 since the amount of tissue deformation until breaching tissue surface 
changes [2.1], [2.9], [2.11], [2.18-2.20]. Thus, the stiffness force in phase 1 can be reduced as the 
insertion speed is increased. While, the friction force in phase 2 also varies due to the insertion 
speed [2.3]. As the soft tissue has viscoelasticity, the relative velocity between the needle shaft 
and surrounded tissues causes the friction force. Thus, fast needle insertions cause to increase the 
friction forces. Moreover, the author assumed that relative insertion angles between the needle 
insertion direction and tissue surface/boundary which change due to the tissue shape cause the 
needle deflection. Misra et al. described that the tissue deformation direction pushed by the needle 
tip differs depending on the tissue shape [2.6]. Thus, the relative angle between the needle 
insertion direction and tissue surface/boundary may affect the direction of tissue deformation. As 
the tissue deformation occurs in phase 1 significantly, the change of deformation direction due to 
the insertion angle may cause misplacements of needle tip in phase 1, thereby causes large 
deflections. 
In short, the author consider that it is necessary to investigate the behavior of needle deflection 
in lower-abdomen because the interaction force varies due to needle insertion conditions and 
tissue properties. 
 
 
Fig. 2.2 Mechanical model of needle deflection 
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2.2.3 Composition of lower-abdomen 
 
As introduced in the previous section, the needle deflection can be modeled generally. Based 
on the needle deflection model, the author investigates the behavior of needle deflection in lower 
abdomen. In order to insert the needle into para-aortic lymph node in lower abdomen from body 
surface, the needle needs to pass through several tissues which have different features respectively 
as shown in Fig. 2.3. The features of main tissues composing lower abdomen are described below. 
(a) Skin with fat [2.21]: the structure of human skin is divided into epithelium, dermis and 
hypodermal tissue. Although the thickness of epithelium is about 2 mm, the large force is 
required to breach it with needle as the stiffness of epithelium is high. Hypodermal tissue 
includes fats so that the tissue is easily deformed. The thickness of hypodermal tissue in 
lower abdomen varies between different individuals including age, sex and body-mass 
index. 
(b) Muscle [2.22]: muscle is located under skin with connective tissues. Respective muscles 
in lower abdomen are abdominal rectus muscle and abdominal external oblique muscle. 
In contrast to skin, as the muscle is fibered tissue, the stiffness of muscle varies due to the 
thickness, density and direction of the muscle fiber. 
(c) Bowel [2.23]: abdominal cavity is under the muscle and includes many organs inside. In 
this case, the needle can pass through large and small bowels. The bowel is a tube shape 
and composed of several membranes. The bowel often generates bowel-gas in 
decomposing residual dross of food with bowel bacteria. In addition, the bowel performs 
peristaltic motion for digestion. 
In terms of tissue properties, it is considered that the feature of bowel is totally different from 
skin and muscle. Therefore, the author investigates the needle deflection during insertion into the 
lower abdomen, which is separately divided into (I) layered tissues including skin, fat and muscle, 
and (II) bowels. 
In additions, when the path planning of the needle is performed on preoperative CT images, the 
insertion angles at each tissues surface and boundary vary depending on selected needle paths. In 
usual clinical case, physicians determine a target and entry point on the patient’s skin avoiding 
large blood vessels and obstacles such as ribs [2.24]. Since the insertion angle may cause the large 
deflection as mentioned above, the author investigates the needle deflection due to the insertion 
angle in both the layered tissue and bowel. 
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Fig. 2.3 Anatomical structure of lower abdomen 
 
2.3 Experimental analysis of needle deflection 
 
2.3.1 Experimental setup 
 
In this section, the author investigates the needle deflection in layered tissues composed of skin 
and muscle, and bowels thorough needle insertion experiments. As introduced in the previous 
section, the interaction forces causing the needle deflection may be changed due to tissue 
properties and relative angle between the tissue surface (or boundary) and insertion direction. 
Then, the needle deflection is measured under several conditions of insertion angle to the layered 
tissue and bowel. As the target of layered tissue and bowel, a pork rib including a fat layer and 
porcine small bowel are used in this experiment, respectively. 
A needle insertion robot system used in this experiment has 3-DOF; a ball screw actuator for 
needle insertion, a stepping motor for rotation around insertion axis and a piezo actuator for 
vibration along insertion direction as shown in Fig. 2.4. The insertion motion is achieved by 
positioning the mounting base attached to the needle. The force/torque sensor (Nano 17 
force/torque sensor; ATI Industrial Automation, USA) is attached to the needle hold part for 
measuring the needle insertion force loaded at needle base. The detailed specification of the 
needle insertion robot is described in chapter 5. The needle specifications were following: 
diameter, 25 gauge; length, 100 mm; Young’s modulus, 197 GPa; and tip type, bevel tip at 20°. 
The needle deflection was measured from front and side direction on camera images captured by 
a high-definition camera (FCB-EV7500; Sony, Tokyo, Japan). The deflection was calculated with 
the Pythagorean theorem with pixel numbers of transverse direction length between the initial and 
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the final needle tip positions on both front and side images. The image resolution was 1920 pixel 
× 1080 pixel. 
 
 
Fig. 2.4 Overview of needle insertion robot used in this experiment 
 
2.3.2 Effect of target properties 
 
In the first experiment, the needle deflection due to target properties is measured with a pork 
rib and bowel. The pork rib is cut to be rectangular solid at 50×50×40 mm3. The bottom of pork 
rib is fixed at a base and both sides are free end as shown in Fig. 2.5 (a). The bowel is cut to be a 
cylinder at φ25×100 mm and fixed by clamping both side edges of bowel with glues to cylinder 
bases as shown in Fig. 2.5 (b). Four insertion speed is set at 5 mm/s in both targets. The insertion 
distance and angle are fixed at 60 mm and 0 °, respectively. Twelve insertions were conducted in 
each condition. The results were analyzed statically with one-way analysis of variance (multiple 
comparison method: Bonferroni correction). 
The result of the needle deflection of layered tissue and bowel is shown in Fig. 2.6. The time 
series of the insertion force of layered tissue and bowel is shown in Fig. 2.7 (a) and (b), 
respectively. The needle deflection of the layered tissue was higher than of the bowel, although 
the thicknesses of the targets are different. Focusing on the time-series of the insertion force data, 
the behaviors of insertion force between layered tissue and bowel are different. 
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Focusing on Fig. 2.7 (a), the insertion force was increase nonlinearly and drastically up to 2 sec 
from starting at the insertion. This behavior shows that the needle was pushing the skin surface, 
thereby the tissue deformation occurred. Thus, fstiffness in Eq. (2.1) was loaded at the needle tip 
dominantly. Between 2 and 3.5 sec, the insertion force was repeatedly increased and decreased 
after the drastic decrease of insertion force at 2 sec. The behavior shows that the needle cut internal 
tissues (fat) under the skin after a puncture of the skin due to the certain force applied to the skin 
surface, and be pulled with stick-slip frictions by surrounding fats. Thus, fcutting and ffriction in Eq. 
(2.1) were loaded at the needle tip and shaft, respectively. After that, the insertion force was 
increased drastically again around 4 sec. The behavior shows that the needle was pushing a 
boundary tissue (connective tissue) between the fat and muscle. As same as the behavior during 
the insertion into the skin, the drastic decrease of insertion force occurred around 4 sec. The 
similar tissue deformation when puncturing the boundary may occur inside although the current 
setup could not observe the phenomena. The insertion force was composed of fstiffness due to the 
connective tissue and muscle, and ffriction of the fat. From 4 sec up to 9 sec, the insertion force was 
repeatedly increased and decreased as same as the insertion into fat. The behavior also shows that 
the needle cut internal fibers repeatedly in the muscle and be pulled with the stick-slip friction of 
the fat and muscle. After 9 sec, as the needle passed through the layered tissue, only the friction 
force of fat and muscle loaded at the needle shaft remained. 
Focusing on Fig. 2.7 (b), the insertion force was increase nonlinearly and drastically up to 2.5 
sec from starting at the insertion. As same as the behavior of puncturing the skin, this behavior 
shows that the needle was pushing the upper surface of bowel, thereby fstiffness in Eq. (2.1) was 
loaded at the needle tip dominantly. After puncturing the upper surface, the insertion force was 
decreased up to near zero. This is because the bowel is hollow organ, thereby cutting force don’t 
occur as there is no internal tissue and the friction force is low as the contact area between the 
needle and bowel is so small. Around 3 sec, the insertion force was increased drastically again. 
This also shows that the needle was pushing the lower surface of bowel and fstiffness was loaded at 
the needle tip again. After puncturing the lower surface at 4.5 sec, the insertion force was 
decreased up to 0.05 N. Between 4.5 and 9 sec, the insertion force was increased slightly after 
puncture of lower surface. This may occur because the bowel attached the needle with the friction 
force is deformed and generate the restoring force to the insertion force. Although the restoring 
force was relaxed around 10 sec, the force was increased slightly again. 
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(a)                        (b) 
Fig. 2.5 Experimental conditions of insertion targets: (a) pork rib, (b) porcine small bowel 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.6 The result of needle deflection due to tissue properties 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Fig. 2.7 The result of time-series of insertion force of (a) layered tissue and (b) bowel 
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2.3.3 Effect of insertion angle 
 
In the second experiment, the pork loin is cut to be rectangular solid at 150×200×40 mm3. The 
bottom of pork loin is fixed at a base and both sides are free end as shown in Fig. 2.8 (a). The 
bowel is cut to be square membrane at 10×10 mm2 and fixed by clamping the edge of membrane 
as shown in Fig. 2.8 (b). Four-way insertion angles were conducted (0, 15, 30 and 45 °) in both 
targets. The insertion distance and speed are fixed at 60 mm and 5 mm/s, respectively. Twelve 
insertions were conducted in each insertion angle. 
The result of the needle deflection of layered tissue and bowel is shown in Fig. 2.9. In both 
targets, the deflection was significantly increased due to the increase of the insertion angle. We 
assumed that the reason why the insertion angle affected the deflection is that the tissue 
deformation until puncturing the surface or boundary (in phase 1) causes the increase of deflection 
as shown in Fig. 2.10. The tissue surface or boundary continue to be deformed until the stiffness 
force loaded at needle tip exceeds a certain value. As the author mentioned, the amount of tissue 
deformation differs due to the tissue property and insertion condition, and the direction of the 
deformation varies due to the tissue geometry and fiber type [2.2]. Thus, the interaction forces in 
phase 1 may vary due to the amount and direction of tissue deformation, which leads further 
consequence deflections possibly. In case of inserting needle into the tissue surface or boundary 
perpendicularly, the interaction force between the needle tip and tissue is roughly even distributed 
as shown in Fig. 2.11. Meanwhile, in case of inserting at an angle, the distribution of the 
interaction force may be unequal. It is considerable that an additional load at the needle tip for the 
transverse direction arises for causing further deflections. In additions, the needle tip position may 
be slipped slightly on the tissue surface or boundary by the tissue deformation. It can be assumed 
that the needle tip position error until puncturing the surface had a large effect on the final 
deflection because the error affects the final deflection depending on the insertion depth linearly. 
 
 
(a)                                   (b) 
Fig. 2.8 Experimental condition changing insertion angles of (a) layered tissue and (b) bowel 
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Fig. 2.9 The result of needle deflection due to the insertion angle 
 
 
Fig. 2.10 The needle deflection in phase1 caused by the tissue deformation due to insertion 
angle 
 
 
Fig. 2.11 The distribution of interaction forces due to insertion angle 
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2.4 Approach for decreasing needle deflection 
 
The author observed that the behavior of insertion force between the layered tissue and bowel 
varied due to target properties. In the layered tissue, as the factors causing the needle deflection, 
there were the stiffness forces when puncturing the skin and boundary connective tissue (in phase 
1), and the cutting and friction forces when inserted into the fat and muscle (in phase 2). While, 
in the bowel, the stiffness force when puncturing the upper and lower surfaces of bowel (in phase 
1) may be the dominant factor for causing the needle deflection. Therefore, in order to decrease 
the needle deflection in each target, each insertion force in respective insertion phase need to be 
decreased or cancelled appropriately. 
While, regarding the effect of insertion angles, the needle deflection was increased due to the 
increase of insertion angles definitely. Then, it is desired to insert the needle into the target surface 
and boundary perpendicularly, when the insertion path is planned with CT images. Meanwhile, 
as the structure of lower-abdomen is really complexed, it is impossible to search the desire 
insertion path in a clinical case. Therefore, it is required to develop the planning method to 
determine an optimum insertion path in an obtained CT image. 
 
2.5 Summary 
 
In this chapter, the author showed the mechanism of needle deflection referring previous 
mechanical models, and analyzed the needle deflection due to the target properties and insertion 
angles through ex vivo experiments in order to extract requirements of insertion control planning 
and insertion path planning. The author performed the needle insertion into the layered tissue and 
bowel that those targets compose the lower-abdomen mainly, and measured the needle deflection 
and insertion forces. In addition, the needle insertion is performed from various insertion angle 
into those targets. The results showed the behavior of insertion force varied due to the target 
properties and the needle deflection was increased due to the increase of insertion angle. 
Therefore, for minimizing the deflection in each target, each insertion force in respective 
insertion phase need to be decreased or cancelled appropriately as insertion control planning, 
while, it is required to develop the planning method to determine an optimum insertion path taken 
into account of insertion angles. 
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Chapter 3: Insertion control planning 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter describes various insertion control planning methods for decreasing needle 
deflection. As introduced in the previous chapter, the interaction forces between the needle and 
tissue during needle insertion may cause excessive needle deflection. It can thus be assumed that 
needle deflection can be decreased by controlling the interaction forces. 
The objective of this chapter is to describe methods for decreasing needle deflection by 
controlling the needle insertion motion based on the experimental analysis presented in the 
previous chapter. The methods were designed for use with layered tissue and bowel, respectively, 
and were verified through ex vivo experimentation. 
This chapter details the requirements for insertion control and an approach that can be applied 
to significantly decrease needle deflection. In addition, the approach was optimized in terms of 
both accuracy and safety with respect to layered tissue and bowel. As a basic requirement for 
insertion control, the interaction forces loaded on the needle tip and shaft during the whole 
insertion procedure must be minimized. Consequently, a combination of high-frequency vibration 
along the direction of insertion and axial rotation around the insertion axis was applied to the 
insertion procedure. The vibration decreased the puncture/cutting force loaded on the needle tip 
along with the frictional forces around the needle shaft. The rotation equalized the asymmetric 
forces loaded on the beveled needle tip. The control method for the rotation was modified for 
each target in terms of both accuracy and safety. 
The author has used figures and excerpts from the author’s published papers in this chapter 
[3.1]–[3.3]. 
 
3.2 Approach 
 
3.2.1 Planning requirements 
 
As introduced in Chapter 2, the interaction forces between the needle and tissue during insertion 
may cause excessive needle deflection. The interaction forces were divided into forces loaded on 
the needle tip and forces loaded on the needle shaft in each insertion phase as shown in 2.2.1. In 
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phase 1, when the needle tip was pushing on the surface/boundary, the stiffness force, represented 
by Fstiffness in (2.1)and loaded on the needle tip increased until it overcame a certain value to breach 
the surface/boundary of tissue, which was defined as the puncture force. In phase 2 when the 
needle tip and shaft were inserted into tissue after breaching the surface/boundary, the cutting 
force was loaded on the needle tip and the frictional force was loaded on the needle shaft, 
represented by Fcutting and Ffriction in (2.1), respectively. Minimization of these needle-tissue 
interaction forces is thus the desired outcome achieved by controlling needle insertion motion to 
minimize needle deflection. 
Although there are some needle tip types that are designed to produce leading symmetric forces 
at the needle tip, such as the conical tip, it is difficult and costly to manufacture an extra-fine and 
long needle with that type of tip [3.4]. It is thus necessary to find a solution for reducing needle 
deflection by controlling the insertion motion with a typical beveled tip needle used in commercial 
products. Moreover, the previously discussed insertion forces may cause unnecessary pain to 
patients [3.5], [3.6]. Especially when the needle passes through an area that contains a number of 
sensory nerves and applies too much force to them. Trauma and body motion may occur in 
response to the pain, leading to the misplacement of the needle. 
Therefore, it is proposed that the needle deflection can be decreased by controlling the insertion 
motion as a means of decreasing the interaction forces. As a method for controlling insertion 
motion, a combination of high-frequency vibration along the direction of insertion and axial 
rotation around the insertion axis is proposed. The details are described in the following sections. 
 
3.2.2 Rotation 
 
When using a bevel-tipped needle, the needle deflection depends on the direction in which the 
tip faces because an asymmetric cutting force is loaded on the needle tip during insertion into 
tissue. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the needle deflection can be modeled using cantilever beams 
and occurs predominantly due to the action of needle tip forces. Needle deflection can then be 
minimized by applying axial rotation because the asymmetric forces can be canceled by 
equalizing the vertical direction of the cutting force loaded on the needle tip as shown in Fig. 3.1. 
Previous studies have also shown that insertion with rotation can decrease the needle deflection 
and targeting errors. Minhas et al. developed a duty-cycled rotation technique to control the 
needle’s path [3.7]. By applying a high duty-cycle spinning motion, a straight insertion path could 
be ensured. Likewise, Abolhassani et al. developed a method to compensate for the needle 
deflection using rotation by estimating force/moment measurements online at the needle’s base 
[3.8]. From the insertion force analysis perspective, a high-speed continuous rotation, like drilling 
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(spinning), was effective at reducing interaction forces as well as tissue deformation [3.9]. While, 
applying a low frequency rotation was reported to reduce tissue indentation and frictional forces 
[3.10]. 
However, the application of continuous axial rotation can lead to some tissue damage. Torsional 
frictional forces between the tissue and needle shaft occurring due to the rotation are especially 
harmful in this regard. This torsional friction may cause a discrepancy between the needle base 
and the tip angle, increasing the lateral force on the needle shaft [3.11]. Some researchers have 
stated that tissue damage may be mitigated by applying rotation. Observation of the needle path 
under axial rotational insertion into a gel substrate showed that high rotation speeds tended to 
increase tissue damage [3.12]. In addition, it was observed that connective tissue was wound up 
during rotational needle insertion into rats, and the force was increased during needle withdrawal 
[3.13]. 
Therefore, rotational insertion is expected to contribute to the reduction of needle deflection, 
but it is necessary to consider safety, because tissue damage may occur when applying continuous 
rotation to lower abdominal needle insertion. 
 
 
Fig. 3.1 Rotational insertion model with cantilever beams in each time step 
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3.2.3 Vibration 
 
As mentioned above, fast needle insertion can decrease tissue deformation and the puncture 
forces in phase 1, thereby contributing to decreasing the needle deflection. Mahvash et al. 
modeled the interaction between the needle and tissue deformation using a modified Kelvin model 
as shown in Fig. 3.2, and showed that fast insertion contributed to decreased puncture force [3.14]. 
The author concluded that fast insertion also contributed to decreasing the cutting force, because 
internal tissue is composed of many layered components that possess viscoelasticity, such as 
fibers in muscle, and it may be easier to puncture each of the layers using fast insertion as shown 
in Fig. 3.2. However, fast insertion caused an increase in frictional forces loaded around the needle 
shaft due to the viscoelasticity of tissue mentioned above. Reed et al. noted that the needle-tissue 
interaction could be modeled as viscous friction, and tissue deformation could be modeled using 
the Kelvin-Voigt model, as shown in Fig. 3.3 [3.11]. In addition, the safety of the fast insertion 
procedure for practical cases involving living tissue is questionable. Actually, needle insertion 
speeds in clinical procedures typically range between 0.4–10 mm/s according to previous reports 
[3.15]. Speeds above this range may cause damage to surrounding organs and blood vessels. Thus, 
there are pros and cons to fast needle insertion. 
It is proposed that the insertion speed of the needle tip can be increased locally by applying a 
vibrating motion along the direction of needle insertion, thereby contributing to decreasing the 
puncture and cutting forces. Moreover, by vibrating the needle shaft, the needle-tissue interaction 
in terms of viscous friction is expected to reduce. There are many reports in various fields of 
manufacture that indicate that ultrasonic vibration is effective at reducing frictional forces. 
Previous research has been conducted related to vibration-assisted needle insertion. Shinei et 
al. reported the reduction of needle insertion forces by applying mechanical vibration to a needle 
[3.16]. Through the use of multilayered piezoelectric actuators, it was possible to apply 
vibrational motion at frequencies of up to 10 kHz to the needle. Through experimentation with 
insertion into swine muscle tissue, it was shown that the maximum reduction in frictional forces 
was 69%. A detailed explanation of the effect of the vibration amplitudes and insertion speeds 
used in the experiment was not described and there was no statistical analysis provided. Khalaji 
et al. developed a mathematical model of needle-tissue friction and showed that vibration-assisted 
needle insertion was effective for the reduction of friction [3.17]. However, as the experiment was 
performed in limited conditions using only a chicken breast as the insertion target, it is necessary 
to further investigate the effectiveness of vibration in lower abdominal needle insertions. 
Another consideration is that, inspired by the mechanism associated with the insertion motion 
of a mosquito bite, the use of vibration-assisted needle insertion could reduce pain. As the 
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insertion force is related to the amount of pain experienced by the patient, as shown in other 
studies, it is expected that vibration-assisted needle insertion may contribute to improvements in 
accuracy and safety [3.5, 3.6]. 
 
 
Fig. 3.2 Tissue deformation model during insertion with the modified Kelvin model [3.14] 
 
 
Fig. 3.3 Friction force model with viscous friction and Kelvin-Voigt model [3.11] 
 
3.2.3 Combination of rotation and vibration 
 
As mentioned above, rotational insertion can minimize needle deflection. Nevertheless, a 
potential disadvantage is that the interaction forces generated during rotational insertion may 
cause some pain, tissue damage, and winding-up of tissues. Vibration-assisted insertion, on the 
other hand, is expected to reduce the interaction forces. Thus it is believed that a combination of 
rotational motion and vibrational motion would be effective at reducing needle deflection and 
torsional friction forces due to the rotational motion, thereby improving safety. 
Layered tissue and bowel are the main components and insertion targets of the lower abdomen 
and possess different biological properties as mentioned above. The thickness of layered tissue is 
significantly different to that of bowel tissue. It is thus important to apply the appropriate rotation 
in order to avoid unnecessary tissue damage. The following sections describe the method of 
rotational control within each target. 
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3.3 Control method for layered tissue 
 
As introduced in the previous section, needle deflection can be minimized by combining 
rotational and vibrational movement. In this section, an appropriate insertion control method for 
layered tissue is described in terms of accuracy and safety, and is evaluated using ex vivo 
experimentation. 
 
3.3.1 Bidirectional rotation 
 
As mentioned above, rotational insertion can minimize needle deflection by equalizing the 
direction of needle tip forces. Continuous rotation is especially effective in terms of layered tissue 
due to the tissue’s thickness in comparison with bowel tissue. A potential disadvantage is the 
possibility of interaction forces during rotational insertion causing some tissue damage including 
pain, tissue cuts, and tissues being wound up. In particular, the phenomena of tissues being wound 
up may occur frequently due to the rotation, because the layered tissue includes a number of 
muscle fibers and connective tissues such as fascia. 
It was proposed that a bidirectional rotation, that involved switching the rotational direction 
clockwise and counterclockwise (CW/CCW) once every full 360° rotation as shown in Fig. 3.4, 
could decrease both the needle deflection and tissue damage such as wound-up tissue. 
 
      
Fig. 3.4 Continuous rotation method: left) unidirectional rotation, right) bidirectional rotation 
 
3.3.2 Evaluation of deflection and tissue damage 
 
3.3.2.1 Tissue damage analysis 
 
As mentioned above, insertion with continuous rotation may cause tissue damage. Therefore, 
in order to satisfy the requirements for patient safety during insertion using bidirectional rotation, 
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the tissue damage was quantitatively evaluated. Tissue damage was evaluated with respect to the 
insertion force and area of the hole through which the needle passed. In the present study, both 
the insertion force and area of the hole when applying rotation and vibration were evaluated. It 
was proposed that the safety of needle insertion could be insured for patients by quantitatively 
evaluating tissue damage using several approaches. 
To evaluate the area of the insertion hole, previous researchers have histologically observed 
tissue sections after fixing them in formalin with the needle still inserted. In this experiment, a 
histological observation was used to evaluate the area of the hole created inside the tissue after 
needle insertion using rotation and vibration. The tissue was dehydrated using a tissue processer 
(ASP300; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) and then embedded in paraffin (EG1160; 
Leica Microsystems). The tissues embedded in paraffin were sliced with a microtome into 10 μm 
thick sections along the radial direction of the needle as shown in Fig. 3.5. The tissue sections 
were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and observed under an optical microscope (ECLPSE 
E600; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). The stained tissue sections were imaged with a camera (DP70 
Digital Camera; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) attached to the microscope. 
 
 
Fig. 3.5 Sliced tissue sections with a microtome into 10-μm-thick sections along the radial 
direction of the needle 
 
3.3.2.2 Experimental protocol 
 
In order to confirm the viability of bidirectional spinning compared to unidirectional spinning, 
the needle insertion was performed using three rotational speeds (0 rpm, 100 rpm unidirectionally, 
and 100 rpm bidirectionally). Two vibrational frequencies (0 and 100 Hz) were also applied with 
the amplitude fixed at 0.2 mm. The insertion length was set at 50 mm. The insertion speed was 
set at 1 mm/s. Pork back ribs were used as the targets for this experiment because of their layered 
tissue. The size of the pork back ribs specimen was 50 × 50 × 20 mm. The tissues were set in a 
case with many small holes to aid formalin penetration. The specifications for the needle insertion 
robot and needle used in this experiment were identical to the equipment used in Chapter 2. After 
complete insertion of the needle, the base of the needle was cut and the case containing the tissue 
500μm 
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with the needle still inserted was placed into a tank of formalin. After creating tissue sections, the 
areas of the holes were calculated with an image processing method as proposed by Chan and 
Vese [3.18] to detect the contours. Nine trials were performed for each insertion condition. The 
results were statistically analyzed using two-way analysis of the variance (Bonferroni correction). 
 
3.3.2.3 Results of deflection 
 
Fig. 3.6 shows the results for the needle tip deflection measurement. In some of the trials using 
unidirectional rotation, winding up of tissues occurred, and a piece of tissue became attached to 
the needle tip as shown in Fig. 3.7. In comparing the different rotational conditions, a significant 
difference was noted between the zero rotation and the bidirectional rotation conditions (p < 0.01). 
When winding up of tissues occurred under unidirectional rotation, a large deflection was caused. 
In comparing insertion with and without vibration, although the deflection was slightly decreased 
with vibration, there were no significant differences between the rotational conditions. 
 
 
Fig. 3.6 Comparison of rotation and vibration with respect to deflection 
 
 
Fig. 3.7 A piece of tissue was attached to the needle tip when winding up of the tissue occurred 
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3.3.2.4 Results of tissue damage 
 
Fig. 3.8 (a) and (b) show the average insertion force and torque for each rotational and 
vibrational condition. Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 show a time series of the insertion force and torque data 
for each condition. The average insertion force was larger under unidirectional rotation than under 
zero rotation and bidirectional rotation. In comparing insertion with and without vibration, 
significant differences were observed between zero rotation and unidirectional rotation (p < 0.01). 
Under bidirectional rotation, although the force decreased slightly when vibration was applied, 
the difference was not significant. A larger average insertion torque was observed under 
bidirectional rotation. There was a significant difference between zero rotation and unidirectional 
rotation, and between zero rotation and bidirectional rotation (p < 0.01). In comparing insertion 
with and without vibration, there were significant differences between the zero rotation and 
bidirectional rotation conditions (p < 0.01). 
Fig. 3.11 shows the results of the hole area measurement. Fig. 3.12 shows examples of tissue 
section images under each condition. In comparing the rotational conditions, there was a 
significant difference noted between zero rotation and bidirectional rotation, and between 
unidirectional rotation and bidirectional rotation (p < 0.05). In comparing insertion with and 
without vibration, although deflection was slightly decreased, there were no significant 
differences between the rotational conditions. 
 
 
(a)                                   (b) 
Fig. 3.8 Comparison of rotation and vibration with respect to (a) insertion force and (b) insertion 
torque. 
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Fig. 3.9 Samples of time series data of insertion force (a) without rotation or vibration, (b) with 
unidirectional rotation (red line shows tissue attached data), (c) with bidirectional rotation, (d) 
with vibration, (e) with unidirectional rotation and vibration (red line shows tissue attached data), 
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and (f) with bidirectional rotation and vibration. 
 
Fig. 3.10 Samples of time series data of insertion torque (a) without rotation or vibration, (b) 
with unidirectional rotation (red line shows tissue attached data), (c) with bidirectional rotation, 
(d) with vibration, (e) with unidirectional rotation and vibration (red line shows tissue attached 
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data), and (f) with bidirectional rotation and vibration. 
 
Fig. 3.11 Comparison of rotation and vibration with respect to the hole area created by the needle.  
 
3.3.2.5 Discussion 
 
The dominant reason for increased deflection when unidirectional rotation was applied is 
believed to be tissues being wound up. The time series data for the insertion force under the 
condition of unidirectional rotation (Fig. 3.9 (b)) shows that the insertion force drastically 
increased when a piece of tissue became attached to the needle tip. The attached piece of tissue 
may have produced additional resistance, which increased the deflection. Additionally, the time 
series data of torque under unidirectional rotation (Fig. 3.10 (b)) shows that the torque drastically 
increased and decreased at approximately 10 s. This may indicate that the needle tip started to 
wind up the tissue at 10 s and tore the surrounding tissue immediately after this. The attached 
tissue may have been connective tissue between the fat and muscle layers as noted in previous 
work [3.19]. Examination of the hole area (Fig. 3.11) showed that the area was larger under 
unidirectional rotation than under zero rotation. This may have been caused by tearing of the 
tissues after attachment to the needle as mentioned above. Differences in the hole area could be 
observed in the tissue section images (Fig. 3.12(b)). Needle insertion with unidirectional rotation 
may be considered risky in terms of both accuracy and tissue damage. The characteristics and 
structure of the target tissue, such as whether it contains connective tissues and fibers that may 
become wound up on the needle, must be considered. Additionally, the relationship between the 
rotational speed and insertion speed must be investigated. 
No reports have described tissue attachment under bidirectional rotational conditions, and the 
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measured deflection was also significantly decreased. The time series of insertion force data (Fig. 
3.9(c)) shows that the insertion force with bidirectional rotation was lower than that under zero 
rotation, although a drastic peak force was observed at approximately 30 s. No significant 
difference in the hole area was noted between zero rotation and bidirectional rotation when 
examining the tissue section images (Fig. 3.11(c)). However, the torque data (Fig. 3.10(b)) 
indicated that the torque was much greater under bidirectional rotation than under the other 
conditions. The time series data for torque (Fig. 3.10(c)) showed that a drastic peak appeared 
intermittently each time the rotational direction was switched. This may be an indicator that 
patient stress may be increased due to these torque peaks, although both deflection and the hole 
area decreased. Thus, in order to decrease peak torque, the rotational speed must be controlled 
when switching direction. 
With respect to the effect of vibration, the deflection decreased slightly for each condition. It is 
believed that this occurred because the cutting and frictional forces were decreased by the 
vibration, as indicated in previous studies [3.17][3.20]. The insertion force data (Fig. 3.9(a)) 
showed that the forces were decreased under each rotational condition. However, because there 
was no significant difference in deflection between insertion with and without vibration, more 
comprehensive trials are needed to determine the effect of vibration on deflection. On the other 
hand, the torque data (Fig. 3.10(b)) showed a significant difference between insertion with and 
without vibration under the condition of bidirectional rotational. It is believed that the torsional 
frictional forces during rotation can be minimized by vibration in the same way that the lateral 
frictional forces can be minimized. To further decrease the torque, the rotational speed will be 
modified when switching direction as mentioned above. It was observed that there was no 
remarkable difference in the hole area with application of vibration. The phenomenon of tissue 
burning while applying high-frequency vibration may need to be verified using other histological 
techniques. 
Overall, it was shown that needle insertion with a combination of bidirectional rotation and 
vibration can minimize needle deflection and tissue damage (i.e., the insertion force, torque, and 
the area of the hole that the needle creates could be decreased). Although applying only 
bidirectional rotation could decrease the needle deflection and avoid a larger hole area, peak 
torque occurs due to torsional friction between the needle and tissue. Adding vibration to 
bidirectional rotation can significantly decrease the peak torque when compared with zero 
vibration. This may lead to a decrease in patient stress.  
This experiment’s limitations included the fact that the rotational and vibrational parameters 
used in the experiments were limited because of the experimental setup and the cost of creating 
tissue sections. Because no significant difference was noted in the hole area in the comparison 
between tests involving the presence and absence of vibration and bidirectional rotation, an 
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investigation into the optimal parameters, based on force and torque data, was undertaken. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.12 Samples of tissue section images (a) without rotation or vibration, (b) with unidirectional 
rotation, (c) with bidirectional rotation, (d) with vibration, (e) with unidirectional rotation and 
vibration, and (f) with bidirectional rotation and vibration. 
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3.3.3 Evaluation of control parameters 
 
3.3.3.1 Experimental protocol 
 
In the previous experiment, it was confirmed that needle insertion with a combination of 
applied bidirectional rotation and vibration could minimize needle deflection and tissue damage. 
An investigation into the optimal insertion control conditions was then undertaken by 
experimentally changing rotation and vibration parameters. In addition, insertion angle is one of 
the factors that can cause large deflection as mentioned in Chapter 2. The effectiveness of the 
proposed insertion control method at minimizing deflection for angular insertion was thus 
investigated. The following was investigated: i) The effects of the control parameter. ii)The needle 
deflection insertion angle. At first, needle insertion was performed under four bidirectional 
rotation speeds (0, 10, 100, and 1000 rpm) and three vibrational frequencies (0, 10, and 100 Hz), 
with a fixed amplitude of 0.1 mm. The deflection and insertion force/torque were then measured 
using the same method described in Section 3.3.2. Needle insertion was then performed for four 
insertion angles (0, 15, 30, and 45°), in each case comparing the insertion with and without the 
application of rotation and vibration. The rotation and vibration parameters were fixed at 100 rpm 
and a frequency of 100 Hz, respectively. 
The dimensions of the pork rib used in this experiment was 50 × 50 × 40 mm. The insertion 
speed was set at 5 mm/s and the insertion distance was 60 mm in all cases. Twelve trials were 
conducted for each condition. The results were statistically analyzed using two-way analysis of 
variance (Bonferroni correction). The remainder of the experimental setup and the needle 
insertion robot used were identical to those used in Section 2.3. 
 
3.3.3.2 Results 
 
Figs. 3.13 shows the results for the average needle deflection in layered tissue. In comparison 
between the various rotational and vibrational conditions, there was a significant difference 
between 0 and 10 rpm (p < 0.01), between 0 and 100 Hz (p < 0.01), and between 0 and 1000 Hz 
(p < 0.01), respectively. Figs. 3.14 (a) and (b) show the average of the maximum insertion force 
and torque, respectively. Focusing on the insertion force results, there was a significant difference 
between the results for 0 and 100 Hz (p < 0.05) in comparison with the results under vibrational 
conditions. On the other hand, the results associated with insertion torque in comparison with the 
rotational conditions demonstrated a significant difference between 0 and 10 rpm (p < 0.01), 
between 10 and 100 rpm (p < 0.01), and between 100 and 1000 rpm (p < 0.01). In comparison 
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with the vibrational conditions, there was a significant difference between 0 and 100 Hz (p < 0.05). 
Fig. 3.15 shows the average needle deflection with respect to the insertion angle. A comparison 
of the insertion angle showed a significant difference between 0 and 15° (p < 0.01), between 0 
and 30° (p < 0.01), and between 0 and 45° (p < 0.01), respectively. There was also a significant 
difference in comparison with the results obtained under application of the insertion control (p < 
0.01). 
 
3.3.3.3 Discussion 
 
The results show a decrease in needle deflection under application of bidirectional rotation and 
vibration, in accordance with the original assumption. The application of bidirectional rotation 
could significantly decrease the needle deflection when compared with the application of 
vibration. Moreover, applying vibration contributed to a decrease in the insertion force and torque 
in all rotational conditions. However, an increase in rotational speed caused an increase in torque, 
although the torque could be decreased by applying vibration. Focusing on needle deflection 
results, there was little difference between the tests carried out at 10 rpm and 100 rpm and between 
100 rpm and 1000 rpm. Thus, there may not be a significant increase in effectiveness associated 
with applying rotation speeds greater than 10 rpm to needle insertion in layered tissue. Setting a 
minimum rotation speed enabled the minimization of needle deflection and avoided an increase 
in torque and lead to a reduction in tissue damage. The needle deflection could not effectively be 
minimized as the insertion angle continued to increase even with application of bidirectional 
rotation and vibration. Therefore, in order to address the remaining deflection due to insertion 
angle, it was necessary to determine the optimal insertion path for minimizing the insertion angle 
at each tissue boundary. 
A limitation of the proposed insertion control method is that theoretical models for estimating 
needle deflection when under a combination of bidirectional rotation and vibration were not 
developed. Moreover, the effect of insertion angle was not taken into account within the control 
parameters. In order to apply the control method to real procedures, it will be necessary to model 
the appropriate parameters of rotation, vibration, insertion speeds, and insertion angles with 
respect to individual tissue characteristics such as tissue stiffness. In addition, the parameters used 
in this experiment were limited. The rotational speeds and vibration frequencies were limited to 
only three and four conditions, respectively, and the insertion speed was fixed at 5 mm/s. Thus, it 
will be necessary to investigate the trend of deflection and insertion forces further by setting 
parameters in detailed ranges. Further experimental analysis will contribute to the development 
of theoretical models. 
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Fig. 3.13 Results of needle deflection due to vibration and rotation parameters 
 
 
(a) 
Fig. 3.14 Results of the average of (a) maximum insertion force and (b) maximum torque force 
during insertion into the layered tissue varying at the vibration and rotation parameters 
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 (b) 
Fig. 3.14 (continue) Results of the average of (a) maximum insertion force and (b) maximum 
torque force during insertion into the layered tissue varying at the vibration and rotation 
parameters 
 
 
Fig. 3.15 Result of needle deflection due to insertion angles 
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3.4 Bowel insertion control method 
 
3.4.1 Rotation of needle tip direction 
 
In the previous section, it was shown that continuous rotation could minimize needle deflection 
in layered tissue. The anatomical shape of segmented bowel is hollow, possibly causing the slip 
of the needle tip on the bowel wall due to the needle’s spinning motion when being inserted at an 
angle. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the insertion angle needs to be perpendicular, once breaching 
each the bowel wall to minimize the needle deflection. Actually, the needle must pass through a 
number of bowel sections in order to reach at the targeted tumor. Then, it is ideal to select the 
insertion path in which the needle can pass through each bowel wall in a direction perpendicular. 
Meanwhile, the ideal path cannot be always selected due to the arrangement of the bowel loops 
in actual situations. Thus, it is required to develop an insertion control method for decreasing the 
needle deflection, instead of the continuous rotation during insertion. 
It is proposed that the effect of needle deflection at each bowel wall can be cancelled by rotating 
the needle tip direction at every breach of a bowel wall, thereby minimizing total deflections. As 
shown in Fig. 3.16, the total deflection in the segmented bowel may be cancelled by adjusting the 
needle tip direction to the left (0°) when puncturing the upper wall of the bowel, and to the right 
(180°) when puncturing into the lower wall. Moreover, to cancel the total deflection, it is required 
to select an insertion path in which the sum of the insertion angles in the upper and lower bowel 
walls is minimized (Fig. 3.17). When selecting no cancellable path in which the sum of each 
insertion angle is not zero, the deflection may still remain after the cancellation process has been 
completed. 
 
 
Fig. 3.16 The rotation of needle tip direction when breaching the bowel surface 
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Fig. 3.17 Insertion path types; ideal path is that both insertion angles at upper and lower walls 
are zero; cancelable path is that the sum of each insertion angles is zero; no cancelable path is 
that the sum of each insertion angles is not zero. 
 
3.4.2 Insertion control method evaluation 
 
3.4.2.1 Experimental protocol 
 
To evaluate the proposed insertion method, the needle insertion was performed under several 
conditions. The experimental setup including the needle insertion robot, needle conditions, and 
the measurement way of deflection was identical to those used in Section 2.3.2. The needle 
insertion was performed under three vibrational frequency parameters (0, 10, and 100 Hz at a 
fixed amplitude of 0.1 mm), and two rotational methods. These rotational methods were as 
follows: 1) without rotation (fixed at 0°), 2) with rotation at 0° in the upper wall and at 180° in 
the lower wall. 
Twelve insertions were performed for each condition. The results were statistically analyzed 
using two-way analysis of variance (Bonferroni correction). 
 
3.4.2.2 Results 
 
Fig. 3.18 shows the results for the average needle deflection. A significant difference was noted 
between tests performed with and without using the tip direction control (p < 0.01), and between 
0 Hz and 100 Hz (p < 0.05) when comparing tests performed at various vibrational frequencies, 
respectively. Fig. 3.19 (a) and (b) show the average of the maximum insertion force and torque 
during insertion, respectively. Focusing on the insertion force, there was a significant difference 
between 0 Hz and 100 Hz (p < 0.05) when comparing tests performed at various vibrational 
frequencies. While focusing on the insertion torque, a significant difference was noted between 
tests performed with and without the tip direction control (p < 0.01). 
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3.4.2.3 Discussion 
 
The results showed that needle deflection could be decreased by applying needle tip direction 
control and vibration. In particular, by changing the needle tip direction when puncturing each 
bowel surface, the needle deflection could be significantly decreased. It is considerable that the 
effect of needle deflection on each surface may be cancelled following the author’s assumption. 
However, some deflection remained despite the application of needle tip direction control. It was 
found that the effect of needle deflection on each surface could not be totally cancelled. As needle 
deflection occurred slightly after puncturing the upper surface, the insertion angle when reaching 
the lower surface differed from the pre-insertion planned insertion angle. In addition, 
consideration was given to the fact that the effect of each surface on final needle deflection differs 
depending on the distance between the surface position and final needle tip position. Thus, the 
needle deflection observed for penetration of a bowel in a shallow position may yield a large error. 
Applying vibration contributed to decreasing the insertion force, which resulted in a decrease 
in needle deflection. This meant that the puncture force required for breaching the bowel surface 
could be decreased by applying vibration. In this experiment, although the frequency was set to 
100 Hz because of actuator limitations, higher frequencies over 100 Hz are expected to further 
decrease the puncture force. Although applying tip direction control causes an increase in torque, 
the value of the torque associated with the insertion was really low compared to the torque 
observed when applying bidirectional rotation in the layered tissue experiment. It may be 
considered negligible with respect to this higher value. 
 
 
Fig. 3.18 The result of needle deflection due to the insertion control methods 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 3.19 Results of the average of (a) maximum insertion force and (b) maximum torque force 
during insertion into the bowel varying at the vibration and rotation parameters 
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3.4.3 Insertion position and angle evaluation 
 
3.4.3.1 Experimental protocol 
 
In this experiment, the proposed insertion method was investigated for several insertion 
situations as the relative position between the needle and bowel can vary depending on the 
insertion position. Needle insertion was performed for two situations as follows: 1) three 
conditions for the insertion position (0, 4, and 8 mm from the center of the bowel) as seen in the 
front view of the bowel shown in Fig. 3.20(a). 2) three conditions for the insertion angle (0, 20, 
and 40° from the vertical) as seen in the side view shown in Fig. 3.20(b). Insertion methods used 
in this experiment were as follows: 1) Without rotation (fixed at 0°). 2) With rotation at 0° for 
penetration of the upper surface and at 180° for penetration of the lower surface.  
The vibration frequency and amplitude were fixed at 100 Hz and 0.1 mm, respectively, for all 
conditions. Twelve trials were performed for each condition. The results were statistically 
analyzed using one-way analysis of variance (Bonferroni correction). 
 
 
(a)                                   (b) 
Fig. 3.20 Bowel insertion situations; (a) insertion positions looking at front view axis and (b) 
insertion angles looking at the side view 
 
3.4.3.2 Results 
 
Fig. 3.21 (a) and (b) show the results of the needle deflection with respect to the insertion 
position and insertion angle, respectively. Focusing on the result of insertion position, needle 
deflection was significantly decreased when applying the tip direction control for all conditions 
(p < 0.01). Focusing on the result of insertion angle, although the needle deflection was decreased 
when applying the tip direction control for all conditions, needle deflection remained slightly. 
There was a significant difference in needle deflection between the conditions at 0° and 20° (p < 
φ25 
100 
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0.01), while there was no significant difference between 20° and 40°. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 3.21 Results of the deflection due to (a) insertion positions, (b) insertion angle. Black data 
show the condition without needle tip direction control, gray data show the condition with 
needle tip direction control. 
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3.4.3.3 Discussion 
 
Focusing on the result of the insertion position, insertion method for applying the needle tip 
direction control proved effectiveness. The condition in which the insertion position was at 0 mm 
was equivalent to the ideal path shown in Fig. 3.17, and the condition of the insertion positions at 
4 and 8 mm were equivalent to the cancelable path shown in Fig. 3.17. Thus, the effect of each 
surface on total deflection could be almost perfectly canceled in those cases. Focusing on the 
insertion angle, a deflection remained slightly during insertion with varying needle tip directions. 
This is also in agreement with the proposed assumptions, because the insertion angles of 20 and 
40° were equivalent to the non-cancelable path, which means that the deflection effect of each 
surface could not be completely canceled. Therefore, it was required to determine the insertion 
path, taking into account the insertion angle at each surface for canceling the deflection effect. 
Whether the implications of this assumption are acceptable in a real situation is still unknown. 
In actuality, the bowel used in this experiment was an ideal cylinder shape due to being clamped 
strictly to keep its shape. The boundary conditions of this bowel sample may be different from 
bowel present within a real abdominal situation. In additions, as the bowel is a continuous, stacked 
tube, the needle must potentially pass through multiple bowels. It is challened to imitate real 
bowel conditions because the boundary conditions include a lot of factors such as internal and 
external air pressure, fixing way, bowel motion and so on. It is therefore necessary to verify the 
proposal in in vivo experiments, but it is needed to develop a model imitating bowel condition. 
 
3.5 Summary 
 
In this chapter, the author proposed insertion control methods for targeting both layered and 
bowel tissue. As an approach to developing an insertion control method, the author hypothesized 
that needle deflection could be significantly minimized by combining both vibration and rotation 
and examining the effect through the use of the experimental analysis introduced in Chapter 2. 
Moreover, the rotational method was optimized for the target tissue properties and for improved 
patient safety for each target composed of lower abdominal tissue. Bidirectional rotation, that 
switches the rotational direction CW and CCW every 360°, was proposed for layered tissue. While 
needle tip direction control, that rotates the needle bevel direction from 0 to 180° when puncturing 
the bowel surface in order to cancel the effects of needle deflection on each boundary, was 
proposed for the bowel tissue. A limitation to this method was encountered under conditions 
associated with some insertion angles in that needle deflection could not be effectively minimized 
even with application of both rotation and vibration. 
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Chapter 4: Insertion path planning 
 
4.1 Chapter introduction 
 
The insertion path planning for decreasing needle deflection is described in this chapter. As 
introduced in chapter 2, the insertion angle between the insertion direction and tissue 
surface/boundary may be one major factor causing needle deflection. Therefore, needle deflection 
can be minimized by inserting the needle into the tissue surface perpendicularly. Meanwhile, 
when selecting a needle insertion path on CT images, the insertion angles on the tissue surface 
and boundary that the needle passes through are changed, depending on the shape of tissues 
composing the lower abdomen. Consequently, an ideal insertion path through which all the 
insertion angles on tissue boundaries are perpendicular cannot always be selected. Hence, it is 
believed that it is important to find an optimal insertion path, which enables minimization of the 
needle deflection in obtaining CT images from patients. 
The objective of this chapter is to describe methods of needle insertion path planning for finding 
the insertion path that minimizes needle deflection. The method is designed for multi-layered 
tissue and organs, such as the lower abdomen, and verified through in vitro and ex vivo 
experiments. 
This chapter shows a methodology for improving the accuracy of insertion path planning. The 
model of insertion path planning can determine the optimal insertion path based on the sum of 
insertion angles at each tissue boundary that the needle passes through. In order to improve the 
accuracy of the insertion path planning, the author implemented the effect of distances between 
tissue boundaries and insertion target, and the probability that deflection is acceptable by 
implementing weighting factors into the model. In addition, as an application of insertion path 
planning, the system for finding the optimal insertion path from the CT image is described. In 
order to apply the model of path planning to the clinical setting, a system needs to be developed 
to automatically calculate the insertion angle and determine the optimal insertion path on CT 
images. The author presents a method for multilayered tissue boundary detection in the lower 
abdomen and insertion angle calculation along the insertion path based on the boundary detection. 
Since this detection method does not depend on the tissue shape, the boundary points showing 
peak brightness change along each insertion path are detected and connected. 
In this chapter, the author uses figures and sentences by referring to the author’s published 
paper [4.1]. 
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4.2 Insertion path planning 
 
4.2.1 Concept of insertion path planning 
 
In this section, the author describes the path planning for determining an optimal needle 
insertion positions and angles, which can minimize needle deflection. As the author described, 
the insertion angle at each tissue boundary may cause substantial deflections. For an ideal multiple 
layered tissue where each tissue is aligned parallel to the target, as shown in Fig. 4.1 (a), it is easy 
to determine the optimal insertion path to pass through each tissue boundary vertically. However, 
in the case of a real multiple-layered tissue that is aligned randomly, as shown in Fig. 4.1 (b), it is 
essential to take into account the effect of each angle between the insertion path direction and the 
tissue boundaries in order to decide the optimal insertion path. 
As the optimal insertion path in such a complex situation, the author hypothesizes that the 
deflection can be minimized when the sum of each insertion angle at each tissue surface or 
boundary on a selected path is minimized. The hypothesis is expected to cancel out the effect of 
deflection at each tissue layer during insertion by minimizing the sum of each insertion angle. 
Moreover, there are some factors causing deflection, such as tissue characteristic and insertion 
distance. In order to account for effects of those factors to insertion angles, a weighting factor is 
assigned to each insertion angle. Then, the objective function score s for determining the optimal 
insertion path is defined as follows: 
 𝑠 =∑𝑤𝑖𝜃𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1
 (4.1) 
θi represents the angle between the normal vector to the tissue boundary and the insertion 
direction vector at the i-th tissue boundary where the needle will pass thorough, shown in Fig. 4.1 
(c); wi represents the weighting factor at that time; and n is the total number of layers composing 
the multi-layered tissue. For example, in the case of the three-layered tissue shown in Fig. 4.1 (b), 
θ1, θ2, and θ3 represent the insertion angles at the surface of tissue A, the boundary between tissue 
A and B, and the boundary between tissue B and C, respectively. Those insertion angles vary due 
to the selected initial position and angle. The optimal insertion path can be determined by selecting 
an insertion path with minimum objective function score. The author will describe the weighting 
factors for increasing accuracy in following section. 
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Fig. 4.1 (a) Ideal multi-layered tissue (b) Real multi-layered tissue (c) Insertion angle definition 
 
4.2.2 Tissue boundary distance 
 
The effect of the tissue boundary distance which causes a large deflection needs to be accounted 
for in the weighting factor. The amount of deflection was affected almost linearly due to the 
insertion distance according to previous research [4.2]. Then, once there are minute needle tip 
errors at the tissue boundary, it is considerable that the final deflection is increased due to the 
insertion distance between the tissue boundary and the target. For example, two cases of two-
layered tissues with different boundary distances (Li) are compared. Noted that the layered tissues 
are composed of tissues with the same angles and properties shown in Fig. 4.2 and both deflection 
slopes in Fig. 4.2 can be approximated as almost equal. The final deflection is linearly decreased 
as the difference between Li and the total insertion distance from an initial position to the target 
(Ltar) is decreased. Thus, the author defines the effect for deflection due to boundary distance as 
the following weight factor: 
 𝑤𝑖𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 =
𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑟 − 𝐿𝑖
𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑟
 (4.2) 
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Fig. 4.2 The effect for deflection due to boundary distance: (a) the long distance causing large 
deflection, and (b) the short distance causing small deflection. 
 
4.2.3 Deflection probability 
 
Although there have been various needle deflection models, there are no models for 
implementing the effect of insertion angle for deflection. As mentioned in chapter 2, the dominant 
factor for causing the large deflection due to the insertion angle may be initial tissue deformation 
before puncturing the boundary [4.3]. Meanwhile, the puncture phenomenon are complex and the 
analysis of the mechanism may be still a challenging problem, because this phenomenon varies, 
even if the same insertion force and distance are applied to the tissue [4.4]. In addition, the 
puncture phenomenon may vary when applying axial rotation or vibration to the needle with 
respect to the insertion angle at each boundary. Thus, it is unrealistic to estimate accurate 
deflection taken into account the complex phenomena deterministically. Instead, we considered 
the probability that the deflection occurs due to the insertion angle and tissue properties, which 
are difficult to be obtained as deterministic parameters. In doing this, the effect of those uncertain 
factors for deflection were effectively implemented in the insertion path planning. 
As shown in Fig. 4.3 (a), deflection has variability, and an acceptable deflection varies 
depending on the boundary distance (Li) and target size (rtar). The deflection slope (φi) may be 
almost constant after puncturing the surface or boundary, because the main reason for deflection 
are the insertion angle and the initial tissue deformation as mentioned above. The author defines 
the probability that the deflection slope (φi) is decreased within the acceptable deflection slope 
(Φi) as deflection probability. To determine the deflection probability, it is necessary to acquire a 
probability distribution of deflection occurrence related to arbitrary insertion angles at each tissue 
layer. By collecting experimental data of deflection-slope under several conditions of the insertion 
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angle with each tissue type, the probability distribution of deflection occurrences can be 
generalized and define as deflection probability distribution. The deflection probability can be 
expressed as a cumulative distribution function of the deflection probability distribution as 
follows: 
 𝑝(𝜃𝑖) = ∫ 𝑔(𝜑𝑖)
𝜙𝑖
0
𝑑𝜑𝑖 
(4.3) 
 𝜙𝑖 = tan
𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑟
𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑟 − 𝐿𝑖
 
where p(θi) is the deflection probability, φi is the deflection slope of the insertion angle at θi, Φi 
is acceptable deflection slope, and g(φi) is the deflection probability distribution (Fig. 4.3 (b)). 
We assume that the deflection probability distribution is derived from fitting experimental data to 
a Gaussian distribution model, because it is a common model that can be represented with only 
two parameters (mean and standard deviation). The deflection probability distribution can be 
represented as follows: 
 𝑔(𝜑𝑖|𝜇𝜃𝑖, 𝜎𝜃𝑖) =
1
𝜎𝜃𝑖√2𝜋
𝑒
−(𝜑𝑖−𝜇𝜃𝑖)
2
2𝜎𝜃𝑖
2
 (4.4) 
where μθi and σθi are the mean and standard deviation of the deflection-slope at the insertion 
angle at θi, respectively. By fitting those two parameters at arbitrary insertion angles from the 
experimental data (see 4.2.4.2), the deflection probability distribution can be generalized using 
the Gaussian distribution model. With the Gaussian distribution model generalized in each layer 
of a multi-layered tissue, Eq. (4.3) of the deflection probability in each tissue can be replaced with 
Eq. (4.4) as follows:  
 𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒(𝜃𝑖) = ∫ 𝑔(𝜑𝑖|𝜇𝜃𝑖, 𝜎𝜃𝑖)
𝜙𝑖
0
𝑑𝜑𝑖 (4.5) 
The deflection probability is the likelihood that the value for the occurrence of deflection is 
within acceptable ranges. In short, the probability approaches approximately 100% when the 
insertion angle approaches 0°. Since the score of the objective function should be small as each 
insertion angle decreases, we define the effect of deflection probability, as an additional weight 
factor, as follows: 
 𝑤𝑖𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 = 1 − 𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒(𝜃𝑖) (4.6) 
Combining the weight factors from Eq. (2) and (6), the objective function of Eq. (1) is defined 
as follows: 
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 𝑓 =∑(1 − 𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒(𝜃𝑖)) ∙
𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑟 − 𝐿𝑖
𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑟
∙ 𝜃𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1
 (4.7) 
 
 
Fig. 4.3 (a) Image of the deflection probability that the deflection due to the insertion angle is 
decreased within the acceptable deflection (b) Example of calculated deflection probability 
(orange line) and deflection probability distribution (blue line) to deflection slope φi in an 
insertion angle at θi. 
 
4.2.4 Evaluation 
 
4.2.4.1 Experimental setup 
 
The author first describes an experiment to fit the deflection probability, and then verifies the 
insertion path planning with the fitted deflection probability. 
The setup overview used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 4.4. The setup can perform to 
insert fine needles into multi-layered tissue and to measure needle deflection in the phantom. The 
setup is composed of two components: 1) a needle insertion unit that has two actuators for 
translation and rotation about the insertion axis [4.5], and 2) a positioning stage that has three 
actuators for moving the needle insertion unit. To measure the needle tip position, a Flea2 
FireWire 1394b CCD camera (FLIR Inc., Oregon, USA) was attached above the phantom. The 
needle conditions were same as previous experiments. 
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Fig. 4.4 Experimental setup is composed of 2-DOF needle driver [4.5] (insertion and rotation 
axes), Cartesian stage and tissue phantom. 
 
4.2.4.2 Fitting deflection probability  
 
As mentioned in 4.2.3, experimental deflection-slope data are needed to acquire the deflection 
probability distribution to fit a Gaussian distribution model and obtain the deflection probability. 
In this experiment, the author used Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and fresh chicken meat as a soft 
tissue phantom and biological tissue, respectively. The PVC can be manufactured by mixing 
Super Soft Plastic and softener (M-F manufacturing, Texas, USA), and the stiffness can be 
adjusted by changing the ratio of plastic to softener. In this experiment, two types PVC phantoms 
were made as follows: 75% of the plastic volume to 25% of the softener volume (E ≒ 150 kPa), 
50% of the plastic volume to 50% of the softener volume (E ≒ 100 kPa) [4.6]. For mimicking the 
connective tissue at boundary between each tissues, 0.03-mm thick rubber sheets (McMaster-Carr, 
Illinois, USA) are placed to the PVC surface by using staples as shown in Fig. 4.5 (a). The PVC 
phantoms and biological tissues are cut to 150 × 250 × 30 mm3 and 90 × 120 × 30 mm3, 
respectively. Both sides and the back of the biological tissue are fixed with PVC as shown in Fig. 
4.5 (b) for fitting to a plastic container (150 × 250 × 50 mm3). In all experiments, the needle 
insertion is performed at 100 mm into the tissues. The insertion speed is set at 2 mm/s and 
rotational speed is set at 10 rpm, applying the bidirectional rotation [4.7]. We perform needle 
insertion under five-way insertion angles (0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, or 40°) for all tissues, by adjusting 
the set angle of phantom case based on baselines. The deflection-slope is calculated with respect 
to the arcsine of the insertion distance (100 mm), and the deflection is calculated with the pixel 
of camera image as shown in Fig. 4.5 (c). Twelve trials are performed for all conditions. 
Fig. 4.6 shows the results of the deflection-slope. The result shows that both mean and standard 
deviation of the deflection-slope increase due to the insertion angle in all tissues. As the result, 
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the deflection-slope data can be fitted to a Gaussian distribution model as shown in Fig. 4.7. Also, 
the values of parameters μ and σ which represents the Gaussian distribution model are listed in 
Table 4.1. Both parameters increase non-linearly due to the insertion angle. Therefore, for 
generalizing parameters μ and σ at arbitrary insertion angles in each tissue, second-order and third-
order polynomial regression model are applied for fitting μ and σ, respectively, as shown below: 
 𝜇𝜃𝑖 = 𝑎0
𝜇 + 𝑎1
𝜇𝜃𝑖 + 𝑎2
𝜇𝜃𝑖
2 
(4.8) 
 𝜎𝜃𝑖 = 𝑎0
𝜎 + 𝑎1
𝜎𝜃𝑖 + 𝑎2
𝜎𝜃𝑖
2 + 𝑎3
𝜎𝜃𝑖
3 
Fig. 4.8 and Table 4.1 show the result of fitting the unknown coefficient a of the polynomial 
regression model with parameters μ and σ listed in Table 4.2. Note that all the determination 
coefficients (R2) of the regression model are close to 1.0 in all conditions. Those fitted coefficients 
from Eq. (4.8) are applied to Eq. (4.5). 
 
Table 4.1 Gaussian distribution parameters 
Insertion angle ° 0 10 20 30 40 
PVC50% 
μ 0.296 0.835 2.25 2.75 2.83 
σ 0.241 0.492 0.593 0.655 0.703 
PVC75% 
μ 0.291 1.12 2.49 2.88 3.28 
σ 0.273 0.593 0.611 0.694 1.13 
Chicken 
μ 0.652 2.68 4.12 4.64 5.81 
σ 0.422 1.40 1.51 1.68 2.64 
 
Table 4.2 Polynomial regression model coefficients 
Coefficient a0 a1 a2 a3 
PVC50% 
μ 0.133 0.122 -1.31E-03 - 
σ 0.242 0.0332 -9.91E-04 1.12E-05 
PVC75% 
μ 0.203 0.130 -1.32E-3 - 
σ 0.274 0.0566 -3.06E-3 5.46E-5 
Chicken 
μ 0.747 0.198 -1.88E-3 - 
σ 0.425 0.165 -8.28E-3 1.38E-4 
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Fig. 4.5 Needle insertion overview: (a) PVC experiment (b) biological tissue (chicken) 
experiment, and (c) definition of deflection-slope. 
 
 
Fig. 4.6 Experimental result of deflection-slope due to insertion angles. 
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(a) 
 
(b)                                (c) 
Fig. 4.7 Results of fitting experimental deflection data to the Gaussian model: (a) PVC50%, (b) 
PVC75%, and (c) chicken. 
 
 
Fig. 4.8 Results of fitting the parameters, μ (upper row) and σ (bottom row), of the Gaussian 
model to the polynomial regression model: (a) PVC50%, (b) PVC75% and (c) Chicken. Blue dots 
show the parameters obtained by experimental data, green lines show the estimated parameters, 
and red lines show a confident band of 95%. 
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4.2.4.3 Verification 
 
In order to verify the proposed insertion path plan, some experiments on several of the multi-
layered tissues used in 4.2.4.2 are performed. In these experiments, the author conducted two 
scenarios consisting of two-layered tissue phantoms and two scenarios consisting of three-layered 
tissue phantoms. The author conducted needle insertions from ten insertion paths. Angles varied 
under ten conditions (approximately –27°, –21°, –15°, –9°, –3°, 3°, 9°, 15°, 21°, and 27° based 
on a insertion target). Each illustration of experimental scenarios is shown in Fig. 4.9. The ten 
needle insertion paths are randomly chosen among the setup limitations. Each insertion angle is 
measured with lines of the tissue boundary and insertion path connecting each needle entry 
position and the target. The objective function score of Eq. (4.1) is calculated for each needle 
entry position with the calculated insertion angles. For verifying the performance of the proposed 
weight factor in the objective function score, four-type weight factors are compared: (a) the 
proposed weight factor (wi = wDist×wProb), (b) implementing only insertion angle (wi = 1), (c) 
implementing the tissue boundary distance (wi = wDist), and (d) implementing the deflection 
probability (wi = wProb). Note that ptissue(θi) of Eq. (4.5) was calculated with the measured insertion 
angles, and the insertion path with minimum score correspond to the optimal needle entry position. 
By comparing the calculated scores and measured needle tip deflections, the performance of 
insertion path planning can be verified. The target size (rtar) was set to ±2 mm in this experiment, 
as mentioned in chapter 1. Six trials were conducted for each entry position for all experimental 
scenarios. Needle insertion conditions were the same as in section 4.2.4.2. 
Fig. 4.10 shows the results of the needle deflection and objective function score with four-way 
weight factors. Table 4.3 shows the order of the deflection values and scores for all needle entry 
positions, and the concordance cases of the order are highlighted in all scenarios. The results show 
similar trend between deflections and scores for all insertion paths, and the insertion path with 
minimum score had minimum deflection in all scenarios. The concordance case rates of each 
objective function in Scenario I-IV are below: (a) 70% (7/10), 50% (5/10), 40% (4/10), and 60% 
(6/10); (b) 60% (6/10), 10% (1/10), 40% (4/10), and 40% (4/10); (c) 70% (7/10), 10% (1/10), 
40% (4/10), and 50% (5/10); and (d) 60% (6/10), 50% (5/10), 40% (4/10), and 60% (6/10) (Table 
4.3). 
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Table 4.3 Order of deflections and scores for all entry positions 
Scenario I 
Needle entry positions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Deflection 10 9 7 6 2 1 3 4 5 8 
Score 
(a) Proposal 10 9 7 4 2 1 3 5 6 8 
(b) wi = 1 10 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 6 8 
(c) wi = wDist 10 9 7 4 2 1 3 5 6 8 
(d) wi = wProt 10 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 6 8 
Scenario II 
Needle entry positions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Deflection 6 7 5 3 1 2 4 8 10 9 
Score 
(a) Proposal 8 6 5 3 1 2 4 7 9 10 
(b) wi = 1   8 6 4 2 1 3 5 7 9 10 
(c) wi = wDist 8 6 4 2 1 3 5 7 9 10 
(d) wi = wProt 8 6 5 3 1 2 4 7 9 10 
Scenario III 
Needle entry positions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Deflection 10 8 5 4 3 1 2 6 7 9 
Score 
(a) Proposal 10 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 6 8 
(b) wi = 1 10 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 6 8 
(c) wi = wDist 10 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 6 8 
(d) wi = wProt 10 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 6 8 
Scenario IV 
Needle entry positions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Deflection 10 9 5 3 2 1 4 6 7 8 
Score 
(a) Proposal 10 9 6 4 2 1 3 5 7 8 
(b) wi = 1  10 8 6 4 2 1 3 5 7 9 
(c) wi = wDist 10 8 6 4 2 1 3 5 7 9 
(d) wi = wProt 10 9 6 4 2 1 3 5 7 8 
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Fig. 4.9 Experimental scenario overview. Targets are set at 125, 50. Both sides of the chicken 
are fixed with PVC, as in Fig. 4.5 (b). 
 
 
Scenario I 
 
Fig. 4.10 Comparison of scores calculated with the objective function and needle tip deflections 
for all needle entry positions. 
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Scenario II 
 
Scenario III 
 
Scenario IV 
Fig. 4.10 (continued) Comparison of scores calculated with the objective function and needle tip 
deflections for all needle entry positions. 
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4.2.5 Discussion 
 
The results show that all objective functions can determine the optimal needle entry position in 
all tested scenarios. On the other hand, focusing on Table 4.3, the concordance rates varied due to 
the type of weight factor and experimental scenarios. Focusing on scenario I, the concordance 
rate was increased by using wDist, compared to applying only the insertion angle. Focusing on 
scenario II and IV, the concordance rates were also increased by using wProb compared to applying 
only the insertion angle. Meanwhile, the concordance rates were not increased by using any 
weight factors in scenario III. As it is considerable that the effect of the weight factor may vary 
due to the insertion situations, the accuracy of path planning can be increased effectively by 
integrating the effect of tissue boundary distance and deflection probability in weight factors. 
Moreover, it is suggested that the sum of the insertion angle is a dominant factor for determining 
the optimal insertion path. 
However, the author found still some mismatching orders between the score and deflection in 
all scenarios, even applying the proposed weight factor to the objective function score. In the 
current model, each insertion angle (θi) under static conditions was calculated. Actually each 
insertion angle may vary slightly because of needle deflection during insertion into the previous 
tissue layer. For increasing the accuracy of the path planning additionally, it is necessary to 
estimate the actual insertion angle. Moreover, the effect of previous tissue layers is not 
implemented for obtaining the deflection probability in the current model. The deflection 
probability is acquired based on the deflection-slope due to the initial insertion angles at the tissue 
surface. Looking at the deflection at the tissue boundary, the needle was fixed by a previous tissue 
layer, but the deflection behavior may have differed due to the previous tissue layer’s 
characteristic [4.8]. Although only final deflections was measured in this experiment, it is 
desirable to measure the actual trajectory path for observing the effect of the previous tissue layer. 
In additions, the deflection probability may vary due to the insertion velocity, as the puncture 
event has been affected depending on the insertion velocity [4.4]. In this study, only one-way 
insertion velocity was set for needle insertion and rotation because the author needed to primarily 
confirm the performance of insertion path planning with the insertion angle. Thus, as the future 
work, it is essential to investigate whether the effect of the previous tissue layer and needle 
insertion conditions are critical for determining deflection probability. Moreover, in this study, 
the author included deflection probability the effect of all complexed needle-tissue interactions 
into one component. The path planning may be further improved if more specific parameters, 
such as tissue stiffness and non-homogeneity, can be input into deflection probability separately. 
Locking at the results of optimal insertion positions, all optimal insertion paths were selected 
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to be almost perpendicular in insertion direction to the tissue surface (entry position: 5 or 6) in all 
experimental scenarios. As the reason why there are few differences of optimal insertion path 
between each experimental scenario, it is considerable that the condition of multi-layered tissue 
phantom is limited. As mentioned above, the sum of insertion angles might be the dominant factor 
for path planning; Thus, optimal positions in this multi-layered tissue phantom were selected 
around the central entry positions in all experimental scenarios. Assuming actual environment of 
lower abdomen, the tissue shape composing the multi-layered tissue is likely convex, but the 
tissue layer composing the multi-layered tissue was almost flat-shaped. Thus, it is considerable 
that the optimal insertion path may not be selected perpendicularly to the tissue surface in any 
cases. Moreover, because PVC phantom and chicken meat composing the multilayered tissue are 
almost homogeneous, it is necessary to verify the proposed path planning with more realistic 
models, including a lot of fiber, such as hog meat. With such realistic tissues, the deflection 
probability is expected to be more effective, because the variance in deflection may be increased 
due to the tissue characteristics. Therefore, the proposed path planning needs to be verified in a 
condition mimicking actual tissue properties and anatomical structures. 
Focusing on the results of needle deflections for each optimal path, some deflections still 
remained, especially in scenario IV; nonetheless, these deflections can be reduced, compared to 
other insertion positions. The deflections may vary depending on the number of tissue layers and 
the tissue properties. The approach employed in this study was to passively determine the optimal 
path as a premise for the straight path connecting the initial entry position and target, such that 
the deflections become inevitable. Meanwhile, the deflection may be more decreased by selecting 
the initial insertion angle to be able to cancel out the effect of deflection in each layered tissue 
actively. In order to implement this, it is necessary to consider deflection directions and the 
deflection probability, and to estimate the deflection probability, including the effect of the 
previous tissue layer, as mentioned above. 
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4.3 Path planning system based on CT images 
 
In the previous section, preoperative insertion path planning was introduced based on the 
insertion angles. For practical application of insertion path planning, it is necessary to develop a 
system for automatically calculating the insertion angle and determining the optimal insertion 
path on CT images. In this section, a multilayered tissue boundary detection technique was 
developed in the lower abdomen and the insertion angle was calculated along the insertion path, 
based on the boundary detection. 
 
4.3.1 System overview 
 
Fig. 4.11 shows an overview of the proposed system. First, the doctors manually determine the 
target on a CT image and the area where the needle can be inserted. The needle may be unable to 
pass through some areas because of the position of the target. For example, it is desirable to avoid 
areas in which blood vessels or nerves concentrate. In such cases, the region of interest (ROI) 
should be set manually to avoid these areas, considering the patient’s safety. In the ROI, the 
multilayered tissue boundary is detected and the insertion angle is calculated accordingly. This 
improves calculation cost efficiency as it helps avoid needless calculations. The ROI is a 
triangular shaped area connecting the target and two points outside the body surface, and multiple 
ROIs can be set as shown in Fig. 4.12. Candidates for the insertion path are generated in the 
selected ROI, as shown in Fig. 4.13. Each insertion path candidate is processed to allow for 
subsequent boundary detection and angle calculation described in the next section. 
 
 
Fig. 4.11 Flow chart depicting the insertion angle calculation. 
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Fig. 4.12 Region of interest (ROI) setting overview: single ROI (left), multiple ROIs (right). 
 
 
Fig. 4.13 Candidates for needle insertion path in region of interest (ROI) 
 
4.3.2 Boundary detection 
 
The tissue boundary in multilayered tissues must be detected to calculate the insertion angles 
at each tissue boundary. In particular, it is necessary to detect the boundary of the skin, muscle, 
and bowel while focusing on the lower abdomen. Some researchers have reported boundary 
detection methods in multilayered tissues. Malcolm et al. [4.9] detected the boundary of the 
amygdala and hippocampus with the label space technique. Shimizu et al. [4.10] detected multiple 
abdominal organs with the EM algorithm and level set method. However, those studies did not 
focus on the lower abdomen, including the bowels. Thus, it may be difficult to apply those 
methods to bowel boundary detection because of the complex shape of the bowel. Therefore, the 
aim in this section was to develop a detection method for multilayered tissue boundaries that does 
not depend on the tissue shape. 
As shown in Fig. 4.13, candidates for the insertion path are generated in the ROI. Hence, by 
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detecting boundary points along each insertion path, and connecting those boundary points, 
multilayered tissue boundaries in the ROI can be generated. The detailed flow of boundary 
detection is shown in Fig. 4.14. First, to reduce the effect of noise in the CT image, the median 
filter was applied to the CT image for preprocessing. Next, graphs of the brightness value and 
change in brightness along the insertion path were generated (Fig. 4.15). The change in brightness 
was calculated by differentiating the brightness values on the candidate insertion path. The peak 
change in brightness must be detected to determine the tissue boundary point on the insertion path. 
It was difficult to determine the static threshold value because the peak value was significantly 
different depending on the brightness value distributions on the candidate insertion paths. Hence, 
the discrimination analysis method was applied to determine the threshold value dynamically. All 
boundary points in the ROI are detected by applying the process to all insertion path candidates. 
 
Fig. 4.14 Boundary detection system flow 
 
 
Fig. 4.15 Graphs of brightness value and change in brightness along the insertion path 
 
4.3.3 Insertion angle calculation 
 
After boundary detection of the multilayered tissue, the insertion angle on each boundary was 
calculated by calculating the normal vector at the cross point of the insertion path and tissue 
boundary. The approximate curve was then obtained from the detected boundary points since each 
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point is simply an aggregation of pixels. The least-squares polynomial approximation method was 
applied in this study. The order of approximation may be different depending on each tissue shape. 
By dividing the ROI into small regions, the approximation curve was obtained under fixing the 
order. For small regions, the region, including the previous and next nth insertion path candidate, 
was set based on the calculated insertion path. After dividing the ROI into small regions, an 8-
connected-component label was applied to the detected boundary points to classify each tissue 
boundary (skin, muscle, or bowel), and the approximation curve was fitted to each classified tissue 
boundary point. At the cross points of each approximation curve and insertion path, the insertion 
angles were calculated with the dot product of the normal vector and the insertion direction vector. 
The flow of this system is shown in Fig. 4.16. 
 
 
Fig. 4.16 Angle calculation system flow chart 
 
4.3.4 Verification 
 
4.3.4.1 Experimental setup 
 
The accuracy of the detected multilayered boundary and the error of the insertion angle were 
evaluated to verify the proposed method. Six CT images of a male and female lower abdomen 
were used. The window settings were a window width of 350 and window length of 40, which 
are recommended values for imaging of the lower abdomen. The assumed target tumor size was 
a radius of 5 mm. The assumed tissues on the insertion path were skin, muscle, and bowel. In 
addition, the deviation of the ROI in detecting the approximate curve was n = 40, and the degree 
of the approximate curve was fixed at 3. 
 
4.3.4.2 Tissue boundary detection 
 
A verification test was carried out as follows to evaluate the accuracy of the boundary detection. 
First, we manually chose an appropriate ROI for each image. Next, the boundaries were detected 
by manual operation and the proposed method in the selected ROI. The manual operation was 
performed by visual observation of the CT images on display. Finally, each boundary was 
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estimated by the least-squares method as mentioned above. The approximate curves derived by 
the manual operation and proposed method were compared using the dynamic time warping 
algorithm, which is suitable for evaluating the coincidence of continuous data such as boundary 
shape [4.11]. Although pixels are compared by a mixing matrix in the field of image processing, 
it is difficult to properly evaluate the boundary shape using a mixing matrix. Fig. 4.17 compares 
the dynamic time warping value of each tissue, showing that the boundary of the skin and muscle 
could be detected or approximated with relatively high accuracy. Meanwhile, the boundary of the 
bowel could not be accurately detected compared to those of the skin and muscle. 
 
 
Fig. 4.17 Result of boundary detection using dynamic time warping. 
 
4.3.4.3 Insertion angle calculation 
 
The verification test was performed to evaluate the error of the insertion angle based on the 
above-described boundary detection method. First, the insertion path was randomly selected in 
the ROI. The insertion angle of each tissue boundary was then calculated by manual operation 
and the proposed method. The trials were performed 12 times per CT image. The acceptable angle 
error was determined using Eq. (4.9) when the size of the assumed target was a radius of 5 mm. 
This formula describes the maximum angle error allowed to puncture the target at a point located 
distance L from the target, considering that the greater the distance from the target, the greater the 
effect of angle error on the accuracy. 
 
 
(4.9) 
Fig. 4.18 shows the results of the calculated insertion angle. Table 4.4 shows the proportion of 
tolerance and average error of each tissue. As the figure shows, the insertion angle of skin and 
muscle could be calculated within relatively acceptable errors. However, the bowel insertion angle 
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could not be accurately calculated compared to that of the skin and muscle. 
 
Table 4.4 Result of insertion angle evaluation 
Tissue type Proportion of acceptable error % Average error ° 
Skin 100.0 0.68 
Muscle 95.0 0.99 
Bowel 75.7 5.3 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.18 Result of insertion angle error with respect to distance L from the target 
 
4.3.5 Discussion 
 
Some unacceptable insertion angle errors were observed in detecting bowel boundaries. The 
increased error may be attributed to two factors. First, the shape of the bowel is more complex 
than those of other tissues. Fig. 4.19 shows an example of an unsuccessful bowel boundary 
detection; the insertion path and boundary were mostly found to be parallel. Therefore, the system 
detected only the start and end points of the boundary, resulting in a discontinuous boundary 
detection. Fig. 4.19 shows that the divided boundaries should be classified as the same boundary. 
Future studies are required to establish a method that appropriately approximates divided 
boundaries. In addition, boundaries were not correctly detected in areas of tissue adhesion. As 
shown in Fig. 4.20, when muscle and bowel were adhered, the desired boundaries could not be 
detected. Due to tissue overlap in the lower abdomen, a method that does not depend on a 
threshold process, but on the magnitude of the peak along each insertion path, is needed. Although 
there was no influence on the error, it was confirmed that the shape that must be approximated as 
the third or higher order of approximated curve is included in the small region set for curve 
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approximation as shown in Fig. 4.21. In this study, curve approximation was performed by fixing 
to a cubic function, but it is necessary to respond by changing the degree with each shape or by 
changing the width of the small region with each shape. 
 
 
Fig. 4.19 Unsuccessful situations causing divided boundaries 
 
 
Fig. 4.20 Adhesion of muscle and bowel 
 
 
Fig. 4.21 Higher order of a polynomial (left) ideal separation (right)  
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4.4 Summary 
 
In this chapter, a preoperative insertion path plan was proposed for minimizing needle 
deflection based on the insertion angle at each tissue boundary. By improving the accuracy of 
path planning, the boundary distance to a target and the probability of needle deflection at the 
boundary were implemented into the objective function as weight factors. To validate the model, 
experiments, involving four scenarios of two- and three-layered tissues, were performed. The 
results showed that the proposed model is capable of determining the optimal insertion path in all 
scenarios. 
In addition, in order to apply the concept of insertion path planning in clinical settings, a system 
for detecting tissue boundary and calculating the insertion angle at each tissue boundary in CT 
images was developed. The boundary points were detected with change in brightness along each 
insertion path in CT images, and then the tissue boundary was generated by connecting the 
boundary points on all insertion path candidates. The experimental results showed average 
insertion angle errors of 0.68, 0.99, and 5.3 degrees in the skin, muscle, and bowel, respectively. 
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Chapter 5: CT-guided needle 
insertion robot 
 
5.1 Chapter introduction 
 
In Chapters 3 and 4, the needle insertion control planning and insertion path planning for 
minimizing needle deflection were described. In this chapter, a CT-guided needle insertion robot 
system is proposed for implementing the proposed control and path planning in clinical situations. 
This chapter aims to describe the robot design for conducting the required insertion motions, 
such as rotation and vibration, and the accurate positioning of needles based on CT images. 
This chapter shows the requirements and overall design of the proposed robot system. The 
detailed designs of the needle insertion unit and method of registration between the CT and robot 
system were also described. The requirements were set assuming a lower abdomen operation of 
the CT-guided needle insertion therapy. Based on the requirements, a configuration for a multi-
jointed arm attached to an end-effector with the function for needle insertion was applied. 
Additionally, registration between the robot and the CT image was necessary for the coordinate 
transform as the robot moves. With the registration method between the robot and CT image, a 
marker for accurately conducting the registration was consequently developed. 
Figures and sentences were used by referring to the publication of the author in this chapter 
[5.1]. 
 
5.2 Requirements 
 
5.2.1 Usage of the robot system 
 
Procedures of the CT-guided needle insertion therapy with the robotic systems can be divided 
mainly into two phases. 
1. Search and identification of the targets (tumor) in the CT images. 
2. Insertion of needles into the targets from the appropriate position and angle based on the 
CT images. 
Regarding 1) the search of targets in the CT images, image processing technologies based on 
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statistical information was required. A number of related researches exist due to the developing 
machine learning technologies. 
However, those technologies are still developing and slightly deviate from the purpose of this 
study which is to develop the insertion planning to minimize the needle deflection. Therefore, this 
study focused on the development of a prototype robotic system for conducting 2) needle insertion 
from the appropriate position and angle based on CT images. The search and identification of the 
targets were manually conducted by doctors in this prototype. 
 
5.2.2 CT scan 
 
CT scans are widely used in hospitals all over the world. In this robotic system, CT scan was 
used due to the image modalities in terms of image clarity in the lower abdomen. The CT scan 
used in this study is an Aquilion LB (Canon Medical Systems, Tochigi, Japan) shown in Fig. 5.1. 
The specifications of the CT scan are listed in Table 5.1. 
 
 
Fig. 5.1 CT scan used to needle insertion robot: Aquilion LB [5.2] 
 
Table 5.1 Specification of CT scan 
Items Specifications 
Gantry opening size 900 mm 
Imaging area 700 mm 
Minimum slice thickness 0.5 mm 
Maximum reconstruction images 22 images/sec 
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5.2.3 Requirements for the needle insertion robot 
 
In Chapters 3 and 4, the needle insertion control and path planning for minimizing the needle 
deflection in lower abdominal insertion were proposed. To implement the proposals in actual 
clinical situations, robot systems were developed to satisfy the requirements for the CT-guided 
needle insertion robot are described below. 
 
1. Needle insertion with the combination of rotation and vibration 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the needle deflection can be decreased by conducting the 
insertion with the combination of vibration and rotation. Although there are several needle 
insertion robots implementing either rotation or vibration, only a few robots use both 
motions. Hence, structural mechanism design is required for simultaneous application of 
vibration and rotation motions to the needle. 
 
2. Accurate positioning for initial insertion position 
  As introduced in Chapter 4, selection of the initial entry position to the targets is vital 
for a decrease in needle deflection. The robot needs to accurately move the needle to the 
appropriate positions on the body surface. It is assumed that the robot is controlled based 
on the CT images. The CT images resolution used in this study is approximately 1 
mm/pixel, which is varying depending on the field-of-view setting. Therefore, the required 
accuracy for positioning is under 1 mm to control the robot over the accuracy of the CT 
images. 
 
3. Operation inside the CT scan 
3.1. The clearance between the robot and gantry 
Limited space is available for the robot movement and operation inside the gantry. Hence, 
it is necessary to retain a clearance between the robot and gantry to avoid interferences. 
Moreover, the robot needs arbitrary positions on the lower abdomen. Fig. 5.2 shows the 
adequate space for robot movement inside the gantry. The size of the lower abdomen 
was assumed as the maximum value for Japanese people referring to the human body 
database [5.3]. Therefore, a compact size design of the robot end-effector is required for 
the main movements inside the gantry. 
3.2. The decrease of metal artifacts on CT images 
  As mentioned above, the CT scan produces the images through X-ray transmission. 
Meanwhile, image noises are produced when the including substances of X-ray 
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transmission ratios drastically differ, such as a metal and plastic in an imaging plane. The 
noise is called metal artifact. Fig. 5.3 shows the effect of metal artifact in the CT images. 
If loud noises occur in the CT images, it would be difficult for doctors to search for 
tumors and to judge the condition of the patient during the insertion. Hence, a robot end-
effector included in the CT imaging area needs to be designed for minimal noise. 
 
 
Fig. 5.2 Clearances between CT gantry and patient body 
 
 
Fig. 5.3 Sample of metal artifacts on CT images [5.4] 
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5.3 Overall design 
 
5.3.1 Total configuration 
 
The proposed needle insertion robot is operated from a remote place, such as a CT console 
room, to avoid radiation exposure for doctors, as shown in Fig. 5.4. Fig. 5.5 shows the total 
configuration of the proposed needle insertion robot. The needle insertion robot is mainly 
composed of 1) needle insertion unit, 2) positioning arm, and 3) registration marker. The 
positioning arm moves the needle insertion unit attached to its end-effector based on the input 
information from the operators. The needle insertion unit performs the needle insertion motion. 
The registration marker attached to the needle insertion unit registers the coordinate 
transformation between the CT images and positioning arm. The details of the 1) needle insertion 
unit, and 3) registration marker, will be described in the next chapter. 
 
 
Fig. 5.4 General layout of the needle insertion robot system 
 
Console room CT room
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Fig. 5.5 Overview of needle insertion robot composed of 1) needle insertion robot, 2) 
positioning arm, and 3) registration marker 
 
 
5.3.2 Positioning arm 
 
The positioning arm is configured using a 6-DoF multi-joint robot arm and a gate-type 
basement. The positioning arm can be set in front of and behind the CT scan as shown in Fig. 5.6. 
To move the needle insertion unit to its arbitrary position and angle on the lower abdomen for 
conducting the proposed insertion path planning, 6-DoF is required for the joints positioning. 
Moreover, in terms of compensating the reliability of positioning accuracy, a commercial robot 
arm is used in the needle insertion robot. The 6-DoF multi-joint arm used in this study is VS-068 
(Denso wave, Japan) as shown in Fig. 5.7. The specifications are listed in Table 5.2. 
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Fig. 5.6 Setting positions of the positioning arm 
 
 
Fig. 5.7 6-DoF robot arm used in this study (VS-068) [5.5] 
 
Table 5.2 Specifications of robot arm 
Items Specifications 
Degree of Freedom (DoF) 6 
Position tracking method Absolute encoder 
Motor AC servo motor (with brake) 
Arm length 680 mm 
Maximum load 7 kg 
Repeat-positioning accuracy  ±0.02 mm 
Weight 49 kg 
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5.4 Needle insertion unit 
 
5.4.1 Overall design 
 
The needle insertion unit requires the ability to perform insertion motions by applying the 
combination of rotation and vibration motions to the needle captured with the needle insertion 
unit, and designing the material and size for CT compatibility. Fig. 5.8 shows an overview of the 
needle insertion unit. The needle insertion unit has 3-DoF which are the insertion axis, rotation 
axis, and vibration axis. The insertion motion is achieved by upward and downward movements 
of the mounting base attached to the needle with a ball screw (KR1501, THK, Tokyo, Japan) and 
controlled by a DC servo motor (SGMMV_A3E, Yasukawa, Tokyo, Japan). The axial rotation 
motion is achieved by rotating the shaft capturing the needle with a stepping motor (PKP225D15, 
Oriental motor, Tokyo, Japan) connecting gears. The vibration motion is achieved by connecting 
the shaft to the piezo actuator (Physik Instrument, Palmbach, German). Additionally, the 6-axis 
force/torque sensor (ATI, Texas, USA) for collecting the insertion forces is attached between the 
shaft and part capturing the needle. The specifications of the actuators and sensor are listed in 
Table 5.3. 
 
Fig. 5.8 Overview of needle insertion unit 
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Table 5.3 Specifications of actuator and sensors in needle insertion unit 
(a) Ball screw for insertion motion (KR15, THK, Japan) 
Items Specifications 
Dynamic load rating 1930 N 
Static load rating 3450 N 
Positioning accuracy 0.02 mm 
Stroke 156.4 mm 
Weight 0.34 kg 
 
(b) Stepping motor for rotation motion (PKP225D15A2-R2EL, Oriental motor, Japan) 
Items Specifications 
Maximum torque 0.19 Nm 
Resolution 1.8 ° 
Accuracy ± 0.05 ° 
Weight 0.21 kg 
 
(c) Piezo actuator for vibration motion (P-602.3SL, Physik Instrument, German) 
Items Specifications 
Open-loop travel, -20 to +120 V 300 μm 
Open-loop resolution 0.3 nm 
Unloaded resonant frequency 450 Hz 
Push force capacity 100 N 
Weight 0.02 kg 
 
(d) Six-axis force/torque sensor (nano17-SI-25-0.25, ATI, USA) 
Items Specifications 
Range Fx, Fy 25 N 
Fz 35 N 
Tx, Ty 250 Nmm 
Tz 250 Nmm 
Resolution Fx, Fy 1/320 N 
Fz 1/320 N 
Tx, Ty 1/64 Nmm 
Tz 1/64 Nmm 
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5.4.2 Mechanism of insertion with rotation and vibration 
 
In this section, the detailed mechanism for applying the simultaneous rotation and vibration 
motion to the needle is described. As shown in Fig. 5.9, the piezo actuator for the vibration, and 
stepping motor for the rotation are separately fixed at the mounting base. The stepping motor is 
then indirectly connected to the piezo actuator. Connecting the rotation motor structure directly 
to the piezo actuator can result in inaccurate movements of the piezo actuator due to the weights 
of parts mounted to it which may exceed the load rating. Fig. 5.10 shows the cross-section of the 
components for applying vibration and rotation simultaneously. The piezo actuator is connected 
to the shaft with a beam and collar. The beam has a hole for the insertion of the shaft and is held 
with bearings and collars. The shaft is connected to the collar with screws. By moving the beam 
connected to the piezo actuator, the shaft can move up and down while accepting the axial shaft 
rotation. As shown in Fig. 5.9, the stepping motor is connected to the shaft with gears. The gear 
is in line to the shaft with a hole for shaft insertion. The hole is shaped as a triangle to match the 
shaft shape as shown in Fig. 5.11. Moreover, the hole area is slightly bigger than that of the shaft 
to have clearance between both components. With this, the shaft can move up and down while 
applying the rotational motion to the shaft via gears. 
Additionally, the needle guidance is attached to the base of the needle insertion unit as shown 
in Fig. 5.12. The guidance has a pinhole (diameter: 0.6 mm) that allows the extra-fine needle to 
pass through. Attaching the guidance minimizes the needle deflection before puncturing the skin 
since the needle tip is fairly fixed near the skin. Without the guidance, deflection during 
puncturing the skin may occur since the needle is fixed at the base. Moreover, attachment of the 
guidance can also absorb eccentricity of the needle when applying the rotation and vibration. The 
diameter is experimentally determined for adjusting the outer of the 25G needle. With extremely 
minimal clearance between the guidance hole and needle, the effect of deflection may be 
minimized, however, the friction between the guidance and needle may occur which can decrease 
the performance of vibration and rotation. 
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Fig. 5.9 Detailed design of mounting base attached to the piezo actuator and stepping motor 
 
 
Fig. 5.10 Cross-section of components for applying rotation and vibration 
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Fig. 5.11 Shape of shaft and gear for accepting the rotation and vibration 
 
   
Fig. 5.12 Needle guidance for decreasing needle deflection before punctuation 
 
5.4.3 Material and size for CT compatibility 
As stated in the previous chapter, the metal artifact occurs when including metal substance in 
the CT imaging area. It is then necessary to use a non-ferrous material for the needle insertion 
unit as much as possible. In terms of radiation hardness and chemical proof, polyether ether ketone 
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(PEEK) is used as the main material of the needle insertion unit. PEEK has heat resistance, fatigue 
resistance, and crash-proof making it useful in space and medical devices. However, it has a 
relatively higher cost compared to other plastic materials. In terms of safety, it is necessary to 
confirm the strength of the needle insertion unit during its operation. As nearly all the forces 
generated from the actuators and body is concentrated on the shaft, a finite element analysis (FEA) 
experiment was conducted to the shaft made of PEEK. The experimental condition is set assuming 
maximum force and torque during the insertion with the rotation and vibration following: 
resistance along the insertion axis due to the ball screw and insertion force of 7.98 N, torque 
around the insertion axis due to the wind-up tissue of 0.38×10-3 Nm, and acceleration due to the 
piezo actuator of 27.3 m/s2. The results are shown in Fig. 5.13 and Table 5.4. Since the maximum 
prinCBPal stress of the shaft is significantly under the acceptable shear stress, it is confirmed that 
there is no problem with the usage of PEEK as the material of the needle insertion unit. 
As introduced in the previous section, limited space between the gantry and body is available 
for the movement of the needle insertion unit. The needle length used in the lower abdomen is up 
to 150 mm. It is then required to design the needle insertion unit with upward and downward 
movement along the 150 mm needle within the permitted height size. The designed size of the 
needle insertion unit is shown in Fig. 5.14. 
 
 
Fig. 5.13 Results of FEA experiments of the shaft 
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Table 5.4 Results of FEA experiments of the shaft 
Items Values 
Maximum prinCBPal stress 0.3198 MPa 
Maximum displacement 25 × 10-4 mm 
Acceptable shear stress 53 MPa 
 
   
Fig. 5.14 Size of the needle insertion unit designed for avoiding to interfere the gantry and body 
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5.5 Registration method 
 
5.5.1 Registration concept 
 
5.5.1.1 System overview 
 
To control the position of the needle insertion unit with the positioning arm based on the CT 
images, it is necessary to register the coordinates of the robot to that of the CT image. In previous 
studies of the CT-guided robot system [5.6][5.7], the relative position between the CT image and 
robot was fixed due to the robot system that was mounted on the CT bed. In this study, for 
providing broad utilities to the robot system, the robot was not mounted on the bed as shown in 
Fig. 5.15. Then, the robot system can be placed on the floor arbitrarily near the CT gantry. 
Meanwhile, as the relative position between the CT image and needle insertion unit was not 
geometrically established unlike previous studies, it was necessary to acquire the accurate 
positional relationship of both components, especially between the CT image and needle tip 
position. Without the accurate positional relationship, the needle may be inserted in an 
unintentional direction. As general needles are made of ferrous materials and generates metal 
artifacts on the CT image as mentioned, it may be difficult to acquire accurate positional relation 
by using the needle on the CT image as a basis of registration. Then, it is necessary to develop the 
method of rigorous registration between the CT images and needle insertion unit. 
Registrations intend to require positional confirmation between the marker base plane (MBP) 
attached on the needle insertion unit and CT image base plane (CBP). The error of the angle and 
distance between the MBP and CBP can be obtained by calculating the cross-section shape of the 
proposed marker from the CT image. This proposal is expected to have high versatility because 
of performing the registration only through calculating the marker shape on the CT image. 
 
 
Fig. 5.15 Overview of each coordinate in the CT-guided-needle insertion robot system 
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5.5.1.2 Procedure 
 
The proposed registration is conducted by measuring each side lengths of the cross-section 
shape of the proposed marker. First, the robot system is placed near the CT scan in the operating 
room. Next, operators control the positioning arm manually to move the needle insertion unit near 
CBP roughly for including the marker in the CT image, basically by using a laser light which is 
implemented in general CT gantries. The geometric quantity of angle and distance between the 
MBP and CBP is then calculated. Consequently, the positioning arm can move the needle insertion 
unit to a base position with the calculation result. The base position can be defined as the preferred 
position such as the center of CT image. 
 
5.5.1.3 Requirements of registration marker 
 
As previously described, the author needs to obtain the geometric quantity of the angle and 
distance between the MBP and CBP. Then, the registration marker needs to be a 3D structure with 
a cross-section shape applicable in the calculation and to be constructed using the suitable 
materials for CT image. The yaw and pitch angles and the craniocaudal-axis position are defined 
in Fig. 5.16. Then, the requirements of registration marker are listed following. 
⚫ The 3D geometric structure for calculating the error of 3DOF (yaw, pitch, and 
craniocaudal direction) 
⚫ Non-ferrous material with radiation hardness and drug resistance 
As the 3-DOF can satisfy the correction of the error between the MBP and CBP in case of the 
robot control based on 2D-CT image, the calculation of the rolling angle, and x- and y-axis 
direction positions was not implemented in this system registration. In terms of image clarity and 
operability in clinical procedures, the author choose a plastic with high radiation and drug 
resistance as the marker material. 
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Fig. 5.16 Definition of coordinate of robot to CT image 
 
5.5.2 Registration marker design 
 
The registration marker composed of a square built into oblique prisms with inclined 
rectangular prisms. Fig. 5.17 shows the overview of the registration marker which has the 
geometrical-shape for satisfying the requirements described before. The marker was constructed 
of PEEK (poly-ether-ether-ketone) similarly used in the needle insertion unit. 
 
 
Fig. 5.17 Overview of registration marker 
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5.5.2.1 Property of the oblique prism 
 
The oblique prism structure was applied because of the geometrical superiorities compared 
with rectangular or spherical shaped objects which are often used for the registration in CT and 
MRI. 
The cross-section was inclined by θ degrees around the y-axis (yaw), and φ degrees around the 
x-axis (pitch) in a rectangular prism as shown in Fig. 5.18 (b). The side lengths of the prism base 
are defined as a and b as shown in Fig. 5.18 (a), and the sides lengths of the cross-section as a’ 
and b’ as shown in Fig. 5.18 (b). Those relation can be calculated with following formulas. 
 
 𝜃 = cos−1
𝑎
𝑎′
 (5.1) 
 𝜑 = cos−1
𝑏
𝑏′
 (5.2) 
 
The angles θ and φ can be determined by Formula 5.1 and 5.2 with accurately measured side 
lengths. Meanwhile, slight errors may occur by obtaining CT images using bitmap images where 
even though a’ is equal to a, and b’ is equal to b at the completion of the registration. The errors 
were amplified by the inverse trigonometric function character, especially when calculating near 
0° of θ and φ. The ratio of the length of the sides (i.e. a’/a or b’/b) are defined as ζ, Formula (5.1) 
and (5.2) can replace f (ζ) = cos-1 (1/ζ) (see Fig 5.18). Differentiating the f (ζ) with ζ, a derivate 
function is obtained. Approaching ζ to 1, which means approaching the angle to 0°, the gradient 
then diverges to infinity. 
 
 lim
𝜁→1+0
𝑓′(𝜁) = lim
𝜁→1+0
1
𝜁√𝜁2 − 1
=  +∞ (5.3) 
 
Therefore, the shape of rectangular prism is not appropriate for the registration even with the 
theoretically-calculated inclinations. The errors were then assumed to be decreased because ζ 
takes higher values than 1 after complete registration. This is due to the drastic change of the 
gradient of f (ζ) near ζ = 1 whereas the gradient around ζ = 1.4 is gentle. The error can be decreased 
when calculating the angle around ζ = 1.4 compared to that around ζ = 1. Thus, the shape of 
oblique prism inclined by 45° (around ζ = 1.4) as shown in Fig. 5.20 was suitable and applied. 
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(a)                         (b) 
Fig. 5.18 The relationship of side lengths when a rectangular prism is cut by an inclined 
cross-section. 
 
 
Fig. 5.19 Gradient of the ratio ζ of side length change depending on the angle cut by an 
inclined cross-section to a rectangular prism. 
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Fig. 5.20 Shape of oblique prism inclined by an angle defined with ζ 
 
 
5.5.2.2 Calculation procedure of yaw and pitch angle 
 
The inclined angles of the oblique prisms (θ and φ) can be calculated using Formula (5.4) and 
(5.5) based on Formula (5.1) and (5.2). In this section, the yaw angle calculations will be further 
explained as the formula used can be applied for both yaw and pitch angle calculations. In the CT 
coordinate, the oblique prism with a side length of “a” and inclined by f (ζ) degrees at the 
viewpoint of the y-axis shown in Fig. 5.21 was considered. The side length of the cross-section 
as a•cos(f (ζ) + θ) was described. Thus, the formula for calculating the yaw and pitch angles of 
the inclination of the oblique prism follows the formula below, respectively. 
 
 𝜃 = cos−1
𝑎
𝑎′
− 𝑓(𝜁) (5.4) 
 𝜑 = cos−1
𝑏
𝑏′
− 𝑓(𝜁) (5.5) 
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Fig. 5.21 Calculation of angle of oblique prism 
 
5.5.2.3 Calculation procedure of craniocaudal distance 
 
The craniocaudal distance (CCD) was calculated after correcting the marker yaw and pitch 
angles. Oblique prisms enabled the calculation of CCD due to the variation of the position of the 
cross-section shape on the CT image in proportion as the craniocaudal-axis position. Fig. 5.22 
shows the rectangle as it moved from blue to orange on the CT image as the position of cross-
section moves from blue to orange in the craniocaudal axial direction (Zmarker). With the angle of 
the oblique prism (f(ζ)), Δt positional change of the cross-section shape on CBP due to Δz 
movement of the cross-section in the craniocaudal axial direction is described following. 
 
 ∆𝑡 = ∆𝑍 tan 𝑓(𝜁) (5.6) 
 
Since f(ζ) is approaching to 45°, Δt is also approaching to ΔZ. Meanwhile, four oblique prisms 
were placed symmetrically as shown in Fig. 5.23 due to the cross-section central axes in the CT 
image needed for the CCD calculation. Focusing on the movement of the rectangles as the marker 
cross-section shape on CBP, Fig. 5.22 shows the cross-section of the blue oblique prisms move in 
the x-axis direction only whereas the green ones move in the y-axis direction only on CBP (see 
Fig. 5.24). With this movement, the central point of the marker cross-section shape can be 
calculated. 
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Fig. 5.22 Cross-section appearance depending on the cut position changes in the craniocaudal 
distance 
 
 
Fig. 5.23 Pairs of oblique disposed oppositely. 
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Fig. 5.24 Registration steps with the proposed marker 
 
5.5.2.4 Calculation flow 
 
The yaw angle, pitch angle, and CCD were calculated by the coordinates of the cross-section 
corner. The intersection point between each line was detected from the grayscale processed CT 
image. A Canny edge detector and Hough transform were used for the image processing in Fig. 
5.25. 
With Formula (5.4), the yaw angle, θ, and pitch angle, φ, in MBP from CBP are described by 
the following formulas. 
 
 𝜃 =
1
2
∑(
𝜋
4
− cos−1 (
𝑇0
𝑇𝑖
))
2
𝑖=1
 (5.7) 
 𝜑 =
1
2
∑(
𝜋
4
− cos−1 (
𝑇0
𝑇𝑖
))
4
𝑖=1
 (5.8) 
 
CCD was calculated after the angle calculations. If the distance between the CBP and MBP is 
ΔZ, it is equal to dk (k = 1…4), the distance between the axis of symmetry of the whole cross-
section and that of each rectangle (see Fig. 5.26). For this reason, ΔZ is described as the following 
formula. 
 
 ∆𝑍 =
1
4
∑ 𝑑𝑘
4
𝑘=1
 (5.9) 
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At the same time, the marker central coordinate in the CT image was calculated. The marker 
cross-section after the calibration of the yaw and pitch angles are symmetric with respect to the 
marker center coordinate as shown in Fig. 5.27. The central coordinate was then obtained with 
the corner coordinates of each cross-section view of the marker in Fig. 5.27. 
(
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟
𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟
) =
𝑃𝑎𝑖⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ + 𝑃𝑏𝑖⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗
2
     (𝑖 = 1, 2, … 8) (5.10) 
 
 
Fig. 5.25 Sample of the cross-section of the marker after image processing by varying the 
yaw/pitch angle 
 
 
Fig. 5.26 Sample of the cross-section of the marker after image processing by varying the z-axis 
position after adjusting the yaw and pitch angles. 
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Fig. 5.27 Definition of the central coordinate of the registration marker 
 
5.5.3 Verification of registration marker 
 
5.5.3.1 Experimental setup 
 
To evaluate the proposed registration marker, the author obtained CT images including the 
marker fixed on a CT bed and measured the craniocaudal distance, and yaw and pitch angles. Fig. 
5.28 shows the experimental setup composed of the registration marker, an inclined steel for 
adjusting the marker angles, and a base for supporting the inclined steel. Table 5.5 shows the CT 
specification and condition used in this experiment. To verify the accuracy under several angle 
conditions, the marker angles to the CBP were adjusted with high accuracy shaped steels as a 
grand truth. The author conducted CT shots with 16 continuous slices by changing the yaw angle 
(0°, 5°, and 10°), and the pitch angle (0°, 5°, and 10°). The angle calculation was conducted with 
the average value of the slices as results in each condition. The distance of the 16 points (-4 - 4 
mm each, and 0.5 mm from the center of the marker) with the slices was calculated. Noted that 
the distance calculation was conducted under the conditions adjusting both yaw and pitch angles 
at 0°. 
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Table 5.5 Conditions of CT scan 
Model Aquilion LB 
Manufacture Toshiba Medical System Co. (Tochigi, Japan) 
Voltage of X-ray 120 kV 
Current of X-ray 300 mA 
Slice interval 0.5 mm 
View size of reconstruction φ240.0 mm 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.28 Experimental setup for verifying the registration marker 
 
5.5.3.2 Results 
 
Fig. 5.29 (a), (b) and (c) show the error of the yaw angle, the pitch angle, and the craniocaudal 
distance, respectively. Those results show that the average errors of yaw and pitch angles were 
0.053° and -0.69°, respectively. Moreover, an average error of the craniocaudal distance was 
0.047 mm. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5.29 Result of errors of (a) yaw angle, (b) pitch angle, and (c) the craniocaudal distance 
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(c) 
Fig. 5.29 (continue) Result of errors of (a) yaw angle, (b) pitch angle, and (c) the craniocaudal 
distance 
 
5.5.3.3 Discussion 
 
Focusing on Fig. 5.29 (a), the error of pitch angle was slightly increased compared to that of 
the yaw angle. The reason was assumed to be the processing accuracy of the marker and the 
marker material. Although PEEK plastic was applied in terms of an anti-radiation material, 
considerations of the sharpness on the CT images are needed. The marker design and calculation 
method used in this experiment had some problems due to the accuracy under the conditions of 
the pitch angles and the high craniocaudal distances. In terms of the image resolutions, the marker 
size may cause calculation accuracy. Meanwhile, with the targeted tumor size of approximately 
10 mm in the lower abdomen, the registration accuracy with the proposed marker was sufficient 
with an insertion robot. For future works, modification of the material, marker size, and 
processing procedure may be employed for improving the accuracy. 
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5.6 Summary 
 
In this chapter, a CT-guided needle insertion robot system was developed. The robot system 
was composed of the needle insertion unit, registration marker, and positioning arm. The needle 
insertion unit performed the insertion motion with simultaneous vibration and rotation. To 
decrease the noise of the CT images, PEEK was used as the robot material. 
Additionally, to move the needle insertion unit based on the CT image, a registration marker 
was developed for transforming the robot and CT image coordinate. The registration marker, 
constructed with four oblique prisms, can obtain errors of the angle and position from the CT 
image with its cross-section shape. The result showed the average errors of the yaw and pitch 
angles were 0.053° and -0.69°, respectively. Furthermore, an average error of the craniocaudal 
distance was obtained to be 0.047 mm. The results showed the sufficient accuracy of the 
registration marker for the CT-guided insertion robot. 
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Chapter 6: Evaluation 
 
6.1 Chapter introduction 
 
The proposed insertion control planning and insertion path planning introduced in chapters 3 
and 4 integrating the CT-guided needle insertion robot system introduced in chapter 5 are verified 
through in vivo experiment in this chapter. 
The objective of this chapter is to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed insertion control 
planning and insertion path planning in a real environment. Insertion motions generated by the 
planning are performed with the developed robot system introduced in chapter 5 under CT 
guidance. As the insertion target, a micro-pig is used in this experiment in terms of similarity of 
an anatomical structure of human lower-abdomen. In order to evaluate the insertion control 
planning, needle deflections are measured when applying the insertion motion generated by the 
insertion control planning compared to when applying the insertion motion without the vibration 
and rotation. While, in order to evaluate the insertion path planning, needle insertions are 
performed from various points on lower-abdomen, and actual needle deflections after insertion 
are compared to the score calculated by the insertion path planning. 
 
6.2 In vivo experiment 
 
6.2.1 Experimental setup 
 
The overview of in vivo experiment is shown in Fig. 6.1. This experiment was performed on a 
female pig (19.6 kg, 10 months old) of specific pathogen free (SPF) using protocols and 
procedures approved by the Center for Development of Advanced Medical Technology, Jichi 
Medical University. General anesthesia was delivered through an endotracheal tube. Noted that 
premedication was performed before introducing the anesthesia. Respiration was controlled with 
a pump-oxygenator throughout the experiment. Vital sings including blood-pressure, heart rate, 
O2 saturation and body temperature were also monitored. This experiment was performed with a 
CT scanner with a bore of 75 cm (SOMATOM Sensation 16; Siemens, Germany) and the CT-
guided needle insertion robot system introduced in chapter 5. The robot was placed in front of the 
CT gantry across the CT bed, keeping clearances from the CT gantry and the pig placed on the 
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CT bed. 
Ten insertion paths on lower-abdomen were determined randomly avoiding blood vessels on 
the insertion path with axial continuous CT images. Those insertion paths selected on CT images 
were shown in Fig. 6.2 and boundary positions and insertion angle of each tissue on the selected 
insertion path were listed on Tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. Noted that the boundary positions 
and insertion angles are measured manually by physicians. After determining the insertion paths 
on CT images, the needle insertion unit was moved to the entry position on the body surface. A 
single axis CT image with 0.6-mm thickness was obtained for confirming the position of needle 
tip. After moving to the appropriate position, needle insertions with vibration and rotation were 
performed to each insertion path. As introduced in chapter 4, the combination of bidirectional 
rotation and vibration was effective for the layered tissue, while the rotation of needle tip direction 
with respect to bowel surfaces combing vibration was effective for bowels. The author assumed 
that the integration of insertion control method for the layered tissue and bowel is effective for 
minimizing the needle deflection in the lower-abdominal insertion. Then, the author performed 
needle insertions with and without the insertion control planning to each insertion path, and 
measured the needle deflection after insertion. Epidermis (skin surface) is cut slightly by a 
surgical knife before insertion because the epidermis of pig is stiff compared to of human, thereby 
it is difficult to penetrate the skin with fine needles. 
During needle insertions, continuous helical axis CT images with 0.6-mm thickness in the scan 
range of 20 mm were obtained. Needle insertion speed was set at 5 mm/s. The speed of 
bidirectional rotation and rotating needle tip direction was set at 10 rpm. The vibration amplitude 
and frequency were set at 0.1 mm and 100 Hz, respectively. Insertion distances were in the range 
of 60-80 mm depending on the selected insertion path (see Table 6.1). 
The needle deflection was defined as the three-dimensional distance between the end point of 
targeted insertion path and the actual needle tip position after insertion. Identifications of the end 
point of insertion path, needle tip position and tissue boundary position were conducted by using 
OsiriX software (Pixmeo SARL, Switzerland). The three-dimensional distance of the needle 
deflection was calculated with the Pythagorean theorem.  
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Table 6.1 Tissue boundary positions on the selected insertion path 
 Insertion path 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Boundary 
position 
mm 
Skin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Muscle 14 17.5 19 19.5 7.5 6 21 22 17 13 
Bowel-1 25 24 23 25 18 18 29.5 24.5 25 24 
Bowel-2 40 37 43 35 34.5 31 46 45.5 39 37.5 
Bowel-3 70 46 52.5 67 54.5 48.5 63 62 48 46.5 
Bowel-4 - - - - - - - - 66 66 
Total 80 70 60 80 65 65 70 70 80 80 
 
Table 6.2 Insertion angles on each tissue boundary on the selected insertion path 
 Insertion path 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Insertion 
angle 
° 
Skin 3.8 2.5 5.7 8.5 1.3 11 -6 -12.5 13 15 
Muscle 10 1 0.6 4 -10 40 -3.5 -5 -1 -34 
Bowel-1 10.5 8.6 1.7 -4 16 23 23 12.5 4 -17 
Bowel-2 14.3 4 20.7 2.1 9.5 15 15 28 18 -17 
Bowel-3 18.5 21 -34 -6 -25 -6.5 -1.5 -12 1.7 -10 
Bowel-4 - - - - - - - - -45 4.5 
 
 
Fig. 6.1 Experiment setup overview 
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Path 1                                 Path 2 
 
Path 3                                Path 4 
 
Path 5                                 Path 6 
Fig. 6.2 Insertion paths selected in this experiment 
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Path 7                                 Path 8 
 
Path 9                                 Path 10 
Fig. 6.2 (continue) Insertion paths selected in this experiment 
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6.2.2 Insertion path planning 
 
As mentioned in chapter 4, the insertion path planning needs the experiment data of needle 
deflection for fitting parameters of the deflection probability of each insertion target. Then, in the 
insertion path planning of lower-abdomen, it is necessary to collect the experiment data of 
deflection-slope of fat with skin, muscle and bowels. The soft PVC (50% of the plastic volume to 
50% of the softener volume) with thick rubber sheets is used as same in chapter 4 as the insertion 
target of a fat with skin. The pork rib and porcine small bowel were also used as same in chapter 
3 as the insertion targets of muscle and bowel, respectively. The sizes of each insertion target of 
fat, muscle and bowel are 100 × 200 × 40 mm3, 100 × 200 × 40 mm3 and 100 × 100 × 2 mm3, 
respectively. The fat and muscle are fixed on a plate which has a hall to allow the needle to pass 
through. The bowel was cut and opened as a membrane, and the corner of bowel is clumped with 
plates. In the experiment of fat and muscle, the needle insertion is performed for 100 mm into the 
targets at an insertion speed of 5 mm/s, bidirectional rotation speed of 10 rpm, and vibration 
amplitude and frequency of 0.1 mm and 100 Hz. In the experiment of bowel, the needle insertion 
is performed for 60 mm into the target at an insertion speed of 5 mm/s, and vibration amplitude 
and frequency of 0.1 mm and 100 Hz. The author performed needle insertions under five-way 
conditions of insertion angle (0, 10, 20, 30, or 40°) for all insertion targets. The deflection-slope 
was calculated as same as 4.2.4.2. Twelve trials were performed for all conditions. 
Fig. 6.3 shows the result of the deflection-slope of each target. Those results are approximated 
to a Gaussian distribution and Table 6.3 showed that the values of mean and standard deviation 
of the Gaussian distribution. As same in Eq. (4.8), the author applied second-order polynomial 
regression for fitting μ and third-order polynomial regression for fitting σ as same as 4.2.4.2. 
Table 6.4 shows the result of the unknown coefficient of the polynomial regression equation 
with the parameters of μ and σ listed in Table 6.3. Those fitted coefficient was applied to Eq. (4.5) 
as the deflection probability of each target. By using the deflection probability fitted for each 
target of lower-abdomen (fat with skin, muscle and bowel) and applying the insertion angle and 
boundary position measured from the CT images to Eq. (4.5), the score of objective function of 
each insertion path was calculated with Eq. (4.1). 
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Table 6.3 Gaussian distribution parameters 
Insertion angle ° 0 10 20 30 40 
Skin 
μ 0.288 0.735 1.95 2.05 2.52 
σ 0.222 0.502 0.587 0.666 0.711 
Muscle 
μ 0.761 2.74 4.91 5.07 5.44 
σ 0.532 0.711 1.29 1.88 2.29 
Bowel 
μ 0.459 1.01 1.25 1.26 1.47 
σ 0.102 0.0573 0.264 0.229 0.357 
 
Table 6.4 Polynomial regression model coefficient 
Coefficient a0 a1 a2 a3 
Skin 
μ 0.122 0.115 -1.31E-03 - 
σ 0.238 0.0328 -9.31E-04 1.02E-05 
Muscle 
μ 0.702 0.266 -3.70E-3 - 
σ 0.530 -0.00903 -3.29E-3 4.93E-5 
Bowel 
μ 0.505 0.0492 -6.63E-4 - 
σ 0.0892 -2.52E-04 -5.18E-4 7.39E-6 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.3 Result of deflection-slope due to insertion angles 
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6.2.3 Results 
 
Fig. 6.4 and Table 6.5 show the result of measured needle deflection in each selected insertion 
path. Those results show the needle deflection in all insertion path was decreased by applying the 
insertion control planning. Minimum needle deflection was 1.0 mm at no. 3 of insertion path. Fig. 
6.5 shows the result of score of insertion path planning to each insertion path. The result of path 
planning showed the optimal insertion path is no. 3 of insertion path, which matched the actual 
insertion path with minimum deflection applying the insertion control planning. 
 
Table 6.5 The result of needle deflection 
No. of insertion path 
Distance 
mm 
Score of insertion 
path planning 
Needle deflection 
mm 
w/o 
control 
with 
control 
Decreasing 
rate 
1 80 8.066 8.0 6.4 0.80 
2 70 0.021 2.8 1.5 0.53 
3 60 0.011 4.4 1.0 0.23 
4 80 6.058 5.8 1.5 0.26 
5 65 8.095 2.0 1.8 0.90 
6 65 34.785 6.1 5.4 0.89 
7 70 1.288 6.3 3.8 0.60 
8 70 3.759 5.0 2.0 0.40 
9 80 10.734 3.8 3.5 0.92 
10 80 13.742 5.8 5.5 0.95 
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Fig. 6.4 The comparison of needle deflection between without and with insertion control 
planning 
 
 
Fig. 6.5 The result of score calculated by objective function of insertion path planning 
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6.2.4 Discussion 
 
Focusing on Fig. 6.4, the needle deflection under the conditions applying the insertion control 
planning can be decreased compared to the conditions without the insertion control planning in 
all insertion paths. Especially, the deflection was decreased significantly in no. of 3, 4 and 8 
insertion paths (decreasing rates are 23%, 26% and 40%, respectively). While, focusing on the 
no. of 1, 6, 9 and 10 insertion paths, the needle deflection remined even applying the insertion 
control planning, although the needle deflections were slightly decreased by applying the 
insertion control planning. It is assumed that those needle deflections are dominantly due to the 
insertion angle. Focusing on the sequential CT images of no. 10 insertion path as a sample, the 
needle tip trajectory was off from the initial insertion path when puncturing the boundaries 
between the skin and muscle, and between the muscle and first bowel (see Fig. 6.6). Consequently, 
in order to decrease the needle deflection effectively by applying insertion control planning, it is 
necessary to select the optimal insertion path at first. 
Comparing the measured needle deflection in the conditions under applying insertion control 
planning (see Fig. 6.4) and the score calculated by the insertion path planning (see Fig. 6.5), the 
needle deflection was potentially correlated with the score in the most of insertion paths. 
Meanwhile, focusing on the no. 1 and 7 insertion paths, there were significant deference between 
the score and measured needle deflection compared to other insertion paths. Focusing on the 
sequential CT images of no. 1 insertion path, the needle tip was out of the plane when puncturing 
the second bowel. While, focusing on the sequential CT images of no. 1 insertion path from 
sagittal direction of insertion path, the needle tip was slipped on the bowel surface (see Figs. 6.7 
and 6.8). This may be due to the contents (dense scats) inside the bowel, which may interfere the 
puncture of bowel. In the case of human, bowel often contains scats which hardness may be 
depending on the individuals. Then, when planning the insertion path, it is necessary to consider 
whether the contents are on the insertion path. Also, focusing on the sequential CT images of no. 
7 insertion path, the needle tip was slipped on the surface of second bowel, which caused the large 
deflection (see Fig. 6.9). This was because the positions of bowels were slightly moved due to the 
layered tissue deformations during insertion, and the insertion angle on the second bowel was 
changed. As mentioned in 4.2.5, it is important to take the insertion path planning into account of 
the effect of tissue deformation. Especially, as the bowel is easily deformed due to the hollow 
organ compared with the layered tissue, it is necessary to consider the effect of tissue deformation 
for needle deflection. Although the deformation of soft tissue is modeled with various approaches 
[6.1-6.3], there is no model focusing on the bowel. It is necessary to investigate the interaction 
relationship between the needle and bowel with some models such as finite element models. 
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Fig. 6.6 The sequential transversal CT images tracking the needle in No. 10 insertion path 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.7 The sequential transversal CT images tracking the needle in No. 1 insertion path 
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Fig. 6.8 The sequential sagittal CT images tracking the needle in No. 1 insertion path 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.9 The sequential CT images tracking the needle in No. 7 insertion path 
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6.3 Originality and limitation 
 
6.3.1 Insertion control planning 
 
As introduced in chapter 3, the rotation and vibration were reported as the insertion control 
method for decreasing the deflection of fine needle respectively in previous researches. In this 
study, the author hypothesize that the needle deflection can be minimized robustly by combing 
both the vibration and rotation through the experimental analysis in chapter 2. Moreover, the 
rotational method was optimized for each target composed of lower-abdomen in terms of tissue 
properties and patient’s safety. 
The author describes limitations of this insertion control planning following. 
(i) Parameter optimization: the insertion control parameters including insertion speed, rotation 
speed and vibration frequency were selected tentatively through experiments. Meanwhile, it is 
assumed that the optimum parameters vary depending on the individuals. Especially, it is 
necessary to further investigate the optimum parameters in terms of tissue damages. The mount 
of cutting tissue during rotational insertion is related to the number of rotations per insertion 
distance. Regarding vibration parameters, although the author selected maximum parameter of 
the current piezo actuator, the insertion force and needle deflection may be further decreased if 
high-frequency and amplitude can be generated. 
(ii) Evaluation of tissue damage: Although the tissue damages of layered tissue was evaluated 
by measuring the hole area after insertion, it is not sufficient in terms of amount of bleeding. 
Moreover, bowel damages were not evaluated quantitatively. There may be risk of leading 
peritonitis if the bacteria inside the bowel leaks through the crack generated by a needle. Therefore, 
it is necessary to evaluate the effect for patient’s safety after insertion with vibration and rotation, 
such as the amount of bleeding and leak of digestive fluid. 
(iii) Effect of tissue deformation: the author didn’t focus mainly on the effect of tissue 
deformation in this study because the tissue deformation during insertion is not large in case of 
using fine needles compared to using thick needles as mentioned in related works. Meanwhile, 
through in vivo experiments, the author found that the effect of tissue deformation is not negligible 
in case of fine needle insertion. Especially, during the insertion into the multiple bowels, the 
uncertain deflection occurred due to the bowel deformation. Moreover, the position of insertion 
target such as lymph-node may move slightly following other tissue’s deformations. Then, it is 
necessary to evaluate the insertion control planning in terms of tissue movement during insertion. 
(iv) Timing of switching the insertion control method: the timing of switching insertion control 
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methods including the position of applying the bidirectional rotation and rotating needle tip 
direction is determined preoperatively in this experiment. However, as there was the tissue 
deformation which moves each boundary position slightly, the timing of switching insertion 
control method determined before insertion may not match an ideal timing. If the timing is off 
from ideal positions, the needle deflection may not be minimized completely. Therefore, it is 
necessary to obtain the timing of puncturing the tissue boundary, and to switch the insertion 
control method automatically. 
 
6.3.2 Insertion path planning 
 
The preoperative insertion path planning for minimizing needle deflection based on the 
insertion angles on each target boundary is a novel idea. Most of researches focused on the 
preoperative estimation of needle deflection with mechanical-based or geometric-based model in 
order to apply it to the needle steering. Moreover, this insertion path planning determined the 
optimal insertion path based on probabilities of needle deflection occurred, instead of estimating 
the value of needle deflection. The author assume that it is important and reasonable to show the 
probability of accurate needle insertion in case of complex situation such as lower-abdominal 
insertion, compared to estimate the accurate needle trajectory. 
The author describes limitations of this insertion path planning following. 
(i) Fitting deflection probability for each target: the weight factor of deflection probability 
parameters is fitted with the results of ex vivo experiments in this experiment. Ideally, the 
parameters should be fitted by collecting the data through in vivo experiments repeatedly. 
However, it is not reasonable to conduct a lot of in vivo experiments. Then, it is necessary to 
develop the phantom mimicking a real lower-abdomen. As the boundary condition of bowels is 
quite complex as mentioned especially, it is a key issue how to design the structure of bowel 
phantom. 
(ii) Insertion path planning predicting the deflection: the insertion angle on each tissue 
boundary used in the insertion path planning is measured on preoperative CT images. However, 
actual insertion angles without initial insertion angle vary due to the needle deflection and tissue 
deformation. In order to improve the accuracy of insertion path planning, it is necessary to 
estimate the actual insertion angle based on the obtained deflection probability. 
(iv) Three-dimensional insertion path planning: the proposed insertion path planning is 
designed based on two-dimensional needle deflection. While, as mentioned in discussion section, 
three-dimensional path planning is necessary since the alignment of bowels is complex, which 
may occur needle deflections of sagittal direction. In order to expand the insertion path planning 
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to three-dimensional planning, the three-dimensional data of tissue boundary needs to be obtained. 
As one approach for generating the data, the tissue boundary detection system introduced in 
chapter 4 is applied to sequential axial CT images around the target and the tissue boundary data 
of each CT image are connected. 
(iv) Optimization of CT scan: Ideally, the timing of CT scan is twice (before insertion for 
planning and after insertion for checking needle tip reached into targets). However, assuming a 
real clinical situation, the CT image should be obtained where the needle deflection may occur 
for satisfying the safety. As introduced in chapter 2, the amount of needle deflection is related to 
the insertion force. Then, it is assumed that the abnormal needle deflection can be detected by 
monitoring the insertion force during insertion. By the robot system alert operators to stop 
insertion and shot CT image once the needle deflection is detected through monitoring, it will 
avoid to obtain unnecessary CT images, which leads decreasing the amount of radiation exposure. 
 
6.3.3 CT-guided needle insertion robot 
 
Regarding an originality of the proposed CT-guided needle insertion robot system, the robot 
has the mechanism allowing needle insertions with the combination of vibration and rotation at 
same time, keeping the size of the robot to be suitable for using into CT gantry. Most of previous 
CT-guided needle insertion robots can perform just insertion motions or insertion with only 
rotation. In addition, the author considered that the proposed registration method has the 
versatility compared to other registration methods of previous CT-guided needle insertion robots. 
Most of previous registration method between the robot and CT images are based on the geometric 
relationship of setting position of robots. Meanwhile, the registration method with the geometric 
relationship between a robot and CT image may be uncertain depending on the accuracy of setting 
position of robot. While, the proposed registration marker can calibrate all errors including setting 
error of robot and machining error of each part because those errors are reflected to the shape of 
cross-section image of the registration marker. 
The author describes limitations of this insertion control planning following. 
(i) Evaluation for applying the system to clinical tests: the proposed of CT-guided needle 
insertion robot system is verified in terms of functionality in this study. In order to use this system 
in clinical situations, it is necessary to consider the safety of this robot. The types of safety the 
author needs to consider is divided into mechanical safety, electrical safety and software safety. 
As the mechanical safety, it is necessary to satisfy the requirements of stiffness of hardware and 
durability of repeated usages as a medical equipment. Also, the durability to radiation exposure 
due to CT scan needs to be evaluated. As the electrical safety, it is necessary to pass the 
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requirements of the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) test and electrical safety test. As the 
software safety, there is a software system that the real-time data obtaining insertion conditions 
such as insertion force can be monitored by operators. 
(ii) Optimization of the registration marker size: the accuracy of registration marker may be 
depending on the resolution of cross-section image of the marker. In short, the accuracy is 
improved by increasing the size of marker. While, the large size marker interferes the human body 
or CT gantry. Then, the size of marker needs to be optimized in terms of both accuracy and 
interference. 
(iii) Integration of DICOM server and robot system: In order to perform the insertion path 
planning automatically, the robot system needs to obtain the CT images real-time from DICOM 
servers stocking the CT images. In the current robot system, the robot control system is separated 
to the DICOM server so that the author sends the CT image to the PC of robot control system 
manually via a viewer soft AOC. Then, it is necessary to construct a network connecting the robot 
control system and DICOM server. 
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6.4 Summary 
 
In this chapter, the author evaluated the proposed insertion control planning and insertion 
path planning through in vivo experiments. The author performed the needle insertion from ten 
insertion paths, applying the proposed insertion control planning. As the result, by applying the 
insertion control planning, the needle deflection could be decreased in all insertion paths. In 
order to evaluate the insertion path planning, the author compared the actual needle deflection 
and the score calculated by the insertion path planning. As the result, in most of the insertion 
paths, the score was correlated to the actual needle deflections and the minimum score matched 
the insertion path with the minimum deflection. 
Moreover, the author summarized the originality and limitation of the proposed insertion 
control planning, insertion path planning and CT-guided needle insertion robot. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
 
7.1 Summary 
 
In this thesis, the author proposed (a) the insertion control planning and (b) the insertion path 
planning for minimizing the deflection of fine needles during lower-abdominal insertion, and 
developed the CT-guided needle insertion robot system for conducting (a) and (b). Those proposal 
were verified through ex vivo and in vivo experiments. 
The achievement of this thesis is to develop the planning methodology of accurate insertion for 
lower-abdomen in terms of insertion control and insertion path. The novelty of this thesis is (1) 
focusing on the lower-abdomen as the insertion target and (2) achieving an accurate insertion with 
an extra-fine needle under CT-guidance. This thesis was composed of seven chapters. Overviews 
of each chapter are described following. 
In chapter 1, regarding the lymphatic malignancy which is the targeted disease in this study, 
the author summarized the number of diseased patients, diagnosis method and treatment method, 
and described the necessity of percutaneous needle insertion. Moreover, by summarizing the 
research trends of needle insertion robots and methods for achieving the accurate insertion, the 
author showed the difficulty of lower-abdominal insertion and technological challenges, and 
described the purpose of this study. 
In chapter 2, regarding the mechanical phenomena during needle insertion into each tissue and 
organ composing lower abdomen (layered tissue including skin, fat and muscle, and bowel), the 
author summarized the mechanical properties needed to be considered in order to decrease the 
needle deflection through experimental analysis. At first, the needle insertion was performed in 
ex vivo experiment with porcine rib and bowel in order to observe the behavior of needle 
deflection and insertion force depending on the tissue properties. Next, the needle is inserted at 
various angle to the same tissues in order to observe the needle deflection and insertion force 
depending on tissue geometries. 
In chapter 3, based on the experimental analysis of chapter 2, the author proposed insertion 
control planning to the layered tissue and bowel, respectively. As the requirements of insertion 
control, it is necessary to consider the equalization of needle tip forces, the reduce of friction force 
around the needle shaft and the avoidance of winding-up tissues. Then, regarding the insertion for 
layered tissue, the author proposed the insertion control method with combination of high 
frequency vibration along insertion direction and bidirectional axial spinning to insertion 
direction. Regarding the insertion for bowels, the author proposed the combination of the 
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vibration and the rotation of needle tip angle every time at puncturing bowel walls to cancel the 
needle deflection. 
In chapter 4, the author proposed the preoperative insertion path planning method for 
determining appropriate needle insertion position and angle to achieve a straight path from skin 
to tumor. In the chapter 2, it was confirmed that the insertion angle at tissue boundary is key issue 
to affect the needle deflection. Then, the author made a hypothesis that the amount of needle 
deflection can be minimized by selecting the path that the sum of insertion angles with respect to 
each tissue boundary that the needle passes through is minimized. In addition, the effect of 
insertion angle for the needle deflection varies due to the tissue properties and the tissue boundary 
positions. Then, weight factors of each insertion angle in the path planning were implemented. 
As the design of weight factor, the author developed the probability that the needle deflection is 
within acceptable amount. Moreover, in order to implement the path planning method on CT 
images, the author developed the image processing method to detect the tissue boundary from CT 
images and to calculate the insertion angle in each boundary. 
In chapter 5, the author described the CT-guided needle insertion robotic systems for 
implementing the proposed insertion control planning in chapter 3 and insertion path planning in 
chapter 4. This robotic system is composed of needle insertion unit which enable to implement 
the insertion with vibration and rotation; robot arm which move the needle insertion unit to 
appropriate position and angle based on the path planning; and registration marker for conducting 
coordinate transform between the robot arm and CT image. 
In chapter 6, the availability of the proposed insertion control and path planning with the robotic 
system was evaluated through in vivo experiment with micro pig. As the results, by applying the 
proposed insertion control planning, the needle deflection could be decreased up to 1.0 mm at an 
insertion point obtained from the proposed insertion path planning. In addition, the limitation of 
this study was mentioned in terms of insertion control planning, insertion path planning and CT-
guided needle insertion robot systems. 
In chapter 7, summary of the achievement and remaining tasks of this study were described in 
this chapter. As the future work, the author described the issues for achieving the robotic system 
to clinical application. 
Thus, in order to minimize the needle deflection for achieving straight insertion path in CT-
guided lower-abdominal needle insertion, this thesis proposed novel planning methods of 
insertion control and insertion path. As the insertion control planning, insertion with the 
combination of vibration and rotation was proposed. As the insertion path planning, the 
optimization-based planning model based on the insertion angle was proposed. The effectiveness 
and validity of the proposed methods were evaluated through ex vivo and in vivo experiments. 
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7.2 Future direction 
 
The author proposed a novel idea of needle insertion method and robot system. Those 
knowledges are expected to apply the needle insertion technology for other targets such as lung, 
liver and prostate. Especially, as a lung biopsy is usually performed under CT image guidance, 
the proposed approach is also applied directly. Actually, the lower abdomen targeted in this study 
is really the complexed situation. Then, in other targets which may be simple situations, it is 
considerable that the proposed approach can be applied easily. Moreover, the author believes that 
the concept of the proposed methodology is integrated to the needle steering technologies 
introduced in chapter 1. The concept of my approach is to generate the straight insertion path, 
while the concept of needle steering is to control the trajectory path. There are pros and cons in 
both concepts. Then, by integrating those concepts, the accurate insertion to arbitrary tumors will 
be achieved. Finally, the author believes that the concept will be applied to other medical and 
surgical instruments and robotic systems, not only needle insertion applications. 
Although many surgical and medical robotic system have been widely developed, there has 
been limited developments of practical systems used in clinical situations currently. In order to 
enhance the seeds of surgical and medical robotic system to practical applications, the author 
believes that it is important to not only improve the efficiency of elemental technologies but also 
to show possibilities that the total robot system can produce clearly. The author believes that 
technologies of machine learning can be applied further. Actually, in medical fields, the machine 
learning has been applied to the image processing such as diagnostic imaging system. However, 
there are few researches implementing the machine learning technologies to the planning and 
motion of surgical and medical robot system. The author thinks that the surgical and medical robot 
will be approaching to the autonomous system and a fusion of the machine learning technologies 
and surgical robot will be essential. The author keeps to contribute the advancement of medical 
and surgical robotics for helping future medicines. 
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早稲田理工 PLUS 2015 (朝日新聞出版) "特集：日本を支える発想・技術・取り組み" 
 
特願 2017-243071「穿刺経路設定装置、穿刺制御量設定装置及び穿刺システム」，平成
29.12.19，蓮見賢一郎，岩田浩康，津村遼介 
 
特願 2017-93319「レジストレーションマーカー及びレジストレーションマーカーの活用
プログラム」，平成 29.5.9，蓮見賢一郎，岩田浩康，井上峻，津村遼介 
 
特願 2017-「超音波プローブ移動装置」，岩田浩康，内藤雄貴，津村遼介 
 
一般財団法人 丸文財団 交流研究助成 2019.01 – 現在 
 
公益財団法人 NEC C&C財団 国際会議論文発表者助成金 2018.04 
 
日本学術振興会特別研究員 DC2 研究奨励費 2018.04 - 現在 
 
博士課程教育リーディングプログラム 「実体情報学博士プログラム」奨励金 2014.04 - 
2018.03 
 
日本機械学会若手優秀講演フェロー賞，日本機械学会ロボティクス・メカトロニクス講
演会 2017，2018.2（共著者として） 
 
SI2017優秀講演賞, 第 18回計測自動制御学会システムインテグレーション部門講演会講
演，2018.2（共著者として） 
 
2nd place design competition award, LIMBS Summit, 2015.6（共著者として） 
 
計測自動制御学会 SI部門若手奨励賞, 第 20回ロボティクスシンポジア講演，2015.3 
 
SI2014優秀講演賞, 第 15回計測自動制御学会システムインテグレーション部門講演会講
演，2014.12 
 
実体情報学博士プログラム第 5回シンポジウム 2017にて登壇発表 2017.12.04 
 
第２回ロボット研究機構シンポジウムの企画運営の責任者 2017.3.7 
 
「さがみロボット産業特区」ロボット展のパネルディスカッションにて登壇発表
2017.2.21 
 
博士課程教育リーディングプログラムフォーラム 2015(Program for leading Graduate 
Schools Forum 2015) の学生フォーラムにて登壇発表 2015.10.24-25 
 
実体情報学博士プログラム第 3回シンポジウム 2015にて登壇発表 2015.10.29 
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著者は文部科学省の事業の一つである博士課程教育リーディングプログラム「実体情
報学博士プログラム（Embodiment Informatics）」に所属している。 
 
- What I learned from the program 
５年間のリーディングプログラムを通じて、私は多岐にわたる沢山の経験をさせても
らった（図１）。経験の軸はワークショップ、異分野共同研究、留学の大きく３つに大
別できる。そしてそれぞれの経験を通じて３つの力を身につけ、研鑽できたと考える。 
ワークショップでは、私は発展途上国における鉄道インフラのコンセプト提案を行っ
た。そこでは何のために、誰のために鉄道インフラを構築するのか、実際にベトナムや
タイで起きている社会問題を題材に、現地調査を踏まえて徹底的に考える訓練を行った。
これは自身の研究において、課題設定をどうするか見極める力に繋がったと考える。 
異分野共同研究では、発展途上国のための義足開発を行った。これは経済的に貧しい
かつ依然として義足の需要が高い国であるカンボジアを対象に、安価で高機能な義足を
開発する学生主導で立ち上げたプロジェクトである。メンバー内に義足や発展途上国に
精通している学生がいなかったことから、それぞれの専門家と会い、議論を重ねていく
ことで良いものを作っていく経験ができた。これは自身の研究において、病院や企業と
連携して研究を進める際に必要な周りを巻き込む力の研鑽に繋がったと考える。 
最後に留学では、手術ロボットの研究が盛んなジョンズホプキンス大学に半年間、滞
在した。滞在した研究室には様々なバックグラウンドを人がいて、自身の研究に関して
議論する機会も沢山あり、色々な側面から自分の研究を見直すことができた。そしてそ
こでの研究を通じて、自分の研究に確率モデルという情報技術の要素を取り入れること
ができた。この経験から、異分野のアイデアを自分のものとして吸収する力を身に付け
ることができたと考える。 
  
Ryosuke TSUMURA, Doctoral thesis 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Opportunities in the program for 5 years 
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- What is Embodiment Informatics? 
「実体情報学」という言葉はまだ完全に定義されていない。昨今の技術革新において、
「機械」と「情報」の融合の重要性は常に指摘されているが、具体的な融合の応用例や
その融合効果は示されていない。「実体情報学」とは「機械」と「情報」の融合の方法
論を意味すると考える。そこで私は、自身の研究を通じて、一つの「実体情報学」の在
り方を以下に述べる。 
実体情報学とは"Methodology to create a system for sustainable growth”（持続的成長の可
能なシステム・体系の創出）を学ぶ学問と定義する。ここでのシステム・体系とは、相
互に影響を及ぼし合う要素から構成されるまとまりを指す。昨今の製品において「機械」
と「情報」は密接な関係にあることは自明である。製品を「人」と例えるなら、製品を
構成する機械技術を「身体」、情報技術を「脳」と私は捉えている。そして人は持って
いる身体能力を鑑み、目の前の問題を解決しようと考える。例えば、目の前に重い荷物
があり、所定の箇所まで一人で移動しなければならないが、一度に運べるほどの筋力を
持っていないとする。その時に人間は、荷物を小分けにして一度に運ぶ重さを軽くして
複数回往復して運ぶことを考えるだろう。しかし、トレーニングを行い、持っている筋
力そのものをあげることができれば、頭を使わずとも一度で荷物を運び切ることができ
るかもしれない。一方、思考力を高めれば、持っている筋力を最大限に発揮できるよう
な身体の使い方や疲れにくい輸送経路を考えつくことができるかもしれない。筋力か思
考力どちらか一方を集中的に鍛えることで課題は達成できる。しかし一方で、筋力の限
界を思考力で補い、思考力の限界を筋力で補うように、筋力と思考力を相補的に鍛える
ことで効率的かつ効果的に課題を達成できると考える。同じ思考力でも、筋力の違いに
よってできることは変わってくる。逆もまた然りである。筋力と思考力の鍛錬の循環を
回すことで１＋１が３にも４にもなると考える。 
自身の研究においてもこの考え方を適用できると考えている。例えば、３章で示した
回転と振動を併用した穿刺手法は「身体」にあたり、４章で示した穿刺パスプランニン
グは「脳」にあたる。実際に、回転と振動を併用した穿刺制御手法のみでは穿刺角度に
よるたわみの問題には対処できなかった。しかし穿刺角度を考慮した穿刺パスプランニ
ングを構築する、つまり「身体」の使い方を考えてあげることで、たわみの問題は解決
に向かった。もちろん穿刺中の組織変形など、まだ課題は残されている。残された課題
に対しても、穿刺制御手法を工夫することで問題は更に解決に向かうと思われる。もし
かしたら穿刺パスプランニング自体を少し工夫すれば解決するかもしれない。このよう
に「身体」と「脳」を持続的に成長させる循環を創ることによって問題は効率的かつ効
果的に解決でき、この方法論こそが「実体情報学」であると考える。そしてこのシステ
ムを創るために必要な力こそが、先に述べたプログラムで培えた３つの力だと考える。 
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Fig. 2 The concept showing Embodiment Informatics 
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